






that the CUNY student popula-
tion has seen a pattern ofgrowth
in the last few years, by about. 2
. percent per year. This growth
rate is expected to climb, be-
cause of current increases in
both birth rate and immigra-
tion to New York City.
"The rest of New York State
, .
is rwt growing," said Reynolds.
"SU,NY enrollment is actually
declining each y;ear. Most states
budget higher .education based
on the number of students com-
ing in. New York does not."
"During the last five years,
we have absorbed 30,000 addi-
tional students, with no addi-
tional funding," she added.
Chancellor -







• four year battle to turn this state handful ofstudent organizers who
around," emerged to fil] the 'vacuum ere-
Over fifteen elected officials ated by Day Session Student
attended the rally, joined by rep- Government's lack of leadership,
resentatives of state unions, ad- rode the subway to City Hall and
vocates for welfare and child sup- marched from there to BMCC.
port, and studentgovernment rep- Although students were satisfied
. resentatives, The rally, in which with the rally,Baruch students'
legislators led the crowd in· apparent lack ofconcern was, and
chants, was followed by a march ., still is, a source offrustratron for
down the West Side Highwayto many. .
Chambers Street, and then down "Sixty students can not carry
Church Street to the World Trade the weight of 16,000 Baruch stu-
Center, siteofPataki's New York dents," said Mirlande Gilles, a
City office. Baruch junior. "People need to
_ As protesters marched, chant- wake up and realize that they
ing "Fight, Fight, Fight, Educa- will not have a school to return to
tion is a right;" and "Hey Ho, next semester. When that hap-
Pataki's got to go,"· they were pens everyone will be ready to
joined by passersby on the street .protest, and it willbe too late." .- '; .. , .-, ' ." '., , ', ..
t ' ' .(.a •• ~; •• ' ••• '''~'''''# ••• '' •• ''.'''.'·t'' .,~ .. " .. :
• , .. 'a,.. .. '.. • _..... ,. ~.' I, t ' :. .•.. ..' ,c'· ~- •••. ~ ~ '. " '- , .. ~, 0 , ,., ". ". ..' • , .•
•
Democratic Politicians Lead
Thousands In Protest Against
Governor's Budget
• By Deirdre Hussey and were cheered by workers eat- By D.J. Fricke
_... Over 12,000 students, mainly ing lunch.
fr C
At a press conference on
om UNY colleges,joined forces At the Wo-rId Tr·ade Center M· . h arch 16, Chancellor W. Ann
· WIt labor unions, hospital work- the focus ofthe rally was the dev- R .
d hi
eynolds discussed the impend-
, ers, an c ld and welfare advo- astating cuts CUNY wifl be forced .
t M h
I t mg cuts to the City University
· ca es on . arcr 16 in the stron-to endure if the Pataki budget I'S fN Y
t
o ew ork andthe impact they-
: ges .protest to date in the battle passed. A $158.1 million cut I'S ld, , G wou have on a wide range of
: against overnor George Pataki's expected, Including a cutback to U'· $ b rriversity subjects.
• 5 illion proposed budget cuts to the Tuition Assistance Program "W· d ' h e spend only 84 percent
: e ucatton, ealthcare, and social for undergraduates,. elimination f, services. f TAP 0 what the rest of the nation
o . for graduate and part- spends on education," said
"This is truly a 'Budget of No time students, and elimination of R ldH ' eyno s, citing data on the
: ope that will strip our children opportunity programs for eco- ionalf thei c: n ati a average spending per
: 0 err future," said Assembly- nomically disadvantaged stu- t d
_ man Larry B. Seabrook, D-Bronx, dents' s u ent. "And we are supposed
hai f h N to be a very enlightened, pro-
· c air o t e ew York State Black "Tnis is only the beginning," gressive state."
_and Puerto Rican Legislative Cau- said Anti.ony Giordano, chair of Reynolds charged that Gov-
• cus, one ofthe main organizers.of the Umver sity Student Senate. G
h II
ernor eorge Pataki's proposed
· t e ra y. "The loss of services "Pataki knows. we are' here and E 'xecutave Budget would, in ef-
willfar outweigh the benefits of doesn't care, ~ We have to make - ~ t 1rec , evy a user tax for- higher
.the Governor's tax cut. We should hi.im understa~ .that he wl.·ll not d t· bI.~ e uca l.on y shifting a .greater
not sell out for pocket change." be here withou,\us.· . . . perc!ut.a-ge or't~e umver&it.y'a
-: _. ~e.protest begun with- a rally "W_e.'are~oing to makeope-rating coa~t.o st.ud-ent.s, by
~at·l~a-.m.attheB.orougho€- [Y~lBkjl.t".~L,~~-=~" ~"OL.3)- --w ~~ ~~ 4 - ~·.iiti:nn inC/eO'! Bt:iIp-'
-Mannflttan Com~unityCollege, proclaimed Seabrook. to $ i.ooo per student.
withBtate Legislature and City The New YorkCity-Police-De.;. 4tThe students who_.are.~us-
_ '.. ," _ . ,. ~_._,bl&,sting~partment cut a highly visible pro- . ing' higher education...are pay-
~tf1~d:t·Ls--a_-Majer Rlla~ph·,-.file..aL.the~~h· Q __ ~~~Q~ __ .1ng a ,lreMetldUUS .tax/" .saie.·---·- .'-~-- _ .....- .--.
Giuliani's budg~tplansas an as- foot, on horses, and in scooters 'Reyhofds: -'----------.-.--,... .'.-'- ,.-
sault on the poor and working and cars. According to the Legis-- "It is really a triple cut in
classes, women and children, se- lative Caucus, 6,700 police offic- that I've never seen anything
.nior citizens and students. ers were deployed to block the before that recommended this
"We have to send a clear mes- march route with barricades and level of tuition
sage that we're not -going to take with shoulder-to shoulder.forma- increases...without also adding
· it anymore!" said Assembly- tions of officers. The police later to the budget .increases in stu-
woman Vivian Cook, D-Queens. reported t4.at the march was dent financial aid to cushion the
"We have to send a clear message peaceful and that no arrests were poorer students," said Reynolds,
to the Governor, tbeMayor and made. "In this instance, there are cuts
Congress.. These people have a The Legislative Caucus in student financial aid."
• tax plan that will give five per- viewed the event as a success, Reynolds noted that the pro-
· cent of the people in this state happy with both the turnout of- posal to limit Tuition Assistance
; money by taking it off the backs over 32,000 people, and with the Program to 90 percent oftuition
: of the working .class and poor," press coverage, costs could force lower-income
Others emphasized the im- Baruch's presence at the rally ( families to come up with enough
· portance of voting. "If we do not was somewhat weak, only 60 stu- cash to pay the extra ten per-
· vote they do to us what they will." dents of the thousands of partici- cent, something which may rep-
, said Assemblyman JeffAubry, D- pants who attended from all 21 resent an undue hardship to
· eens. "This is not a battle CUNYjunior and senior colleges. families.
· today for this budget,. t is is a e aru ,










































9 ani - 5:45pm
12 pm -5:45 pm
10 am - 5:45 pm
Aboard The Mystique Yoeht, Pier 9, NYC.
-.SouthofSouth Street: Seaport
Thursday, June 1, 1995
Time: 6:30 - 11:00pm
Price: $50.00 perperson
For Ticket info contact DSSGor the Office ofStudentLife
at 802-6790/6770
Formal Attire Required
Day Session Student Govemment
cordially invites the grad,uating class of1995 to the biggest bash of the
year.
includes 4 hoursofcruise time, choice ofentree, DJandlight show, JAU":y
favors,
open soda andjuice bar, cash liquor bar
Senior Bash Planned
A New Constitution is coming....
Nineyears. Forovernineyears, DaySessionStudent Governmenthas been
nmningunderits 1986ConstitutiOIL Now, almosta decade later, a small group
of~ representatives, thought it's about time 'for a change. DSSG is
subnntting a new, revised 1995 Constitution for referenda this May. In order
for this- newdoeument to be placed on the ballot, a total of one tholLqand
signatures must be obtained (about 10% ofday session student body).
The Day Session Student Government Constitution directly controls how
student government operates throughout the year. As Baruch students, you
should be aware of this document and its contains. .So ifyou see a student
approacbingyouwitha petition,takea look. Read itoverandputyoursignature
on it so yop too canbecame a part ofthe new 1995 DSSG Constitution!!!
Day Session Student Government: fighting
for the students, always.
For more information about Day Session Student Government,
please call (212)802-6790 or stop by our office in room 1531 ofthe
360 PAS building.
..' -
by AndrewHeller" MONDAY - THURSDAY:
WelcomeootheMarch22,I995issueoftheWhafsUpWUhDSSGnewsmlumn!!
This column was created for you, the students. Day Session Student Govern- FRIDAYS:
mentbelievesthateveryhardworkingstl)(ientofBamchsheuldbeinformedon
~la~issues facing our ooDege. This column helps staying informedjust a SATURDAYS:
little.easier, Whenyou pick up a ropyoftheThe'l'ic'1u!r, don't forget to readDay
,Session Student Govemmenfs'newscolumn because knoWledge is-power..., SUNDAYS:·
As soonasGeorge E. PatakitookofficeinJanuary, studentleadersacross City
University feared the worst. Shortly after, the Governor released his devastat-
ing budget to CUNY, and all the fears ofstudent government became reality.
However, the hard working, fierce leaders ofstudent government got to work
right away. The fight continues even today, to fight for the rights ofall Baruch
In-the past two weeks, Baruch College, along with the University Student
Senateand theentireCityUniversitymobilized severalkeyralliesandprotests.
Two ofwhich included the SEEKrally inAlbanyonTuesday, March 14and the
marchon the followingThursdayin downtown, Manhattan, bothofwhichwere
sucCesses and greatly needed. The only way CUNY will be able to effectively
lobby against the budget cuts is to show our faces andlet our State Represen-
tatives know how we feel. Attending these rallies and protests are essential to
an effective lobby for CUNY and Baruch College.
. ON MONDAY, MARCH 27, Day Session Student Government will be
organizing our second lobby day in Albany, New York. Ifyou would like to
participate, please call or stop by the DSSG office.
Computer lab hours extended
Thanks to the efforts of President Derrick Zhang, Day Session Student
Government (DSSG) and Evening Session Student Assembly (ESSA), the .
following computer lab hours are effective immediately:
,
The Figbt Continues
Talk to your professor
Governor Pataki's budget cuts affect not only students, ,but faculty, as well.
These cuts have resulted in a hiring freeze as well entrencln1lent (the firing of
tenured professors), Letyourpro~rknow how you feel about the cuts and
ask him/her to take five minutes outofclass and discuss the issue. Believe me,
the-diseussion--wiJlmakeany boring class'lllittle,more-livelier~'
U.sinstheouaeetcutsas essaytopics ,
Ifyou're currently taking an English class (i.e, ENG 2100, 2150, 2800, etc..)
you can use the CUNYbudget cuts as an essay topic for assignments. Here's
an example: myfirst assignmentin myENG 2BOO literature class was in write
aone~essayonrage.Thequestionwas'What~youandhowdidyou
do about It?' Well, the paperwas simple. Pataki's budgetcutshave enraged all
CUNY students (question #1). As. for the 'how' part, I joined the fight by
spreading the word, putting up flyers, and attendingrallies. See? 'Th8t wasn't
sobad. So the next time you have anessay topic to ponder, write aboutPataki's
budget cuts!! .
What's Up With·DSS"""
I '.' ~ •••
Day Session Student Government's Way OfKeeping The Students Informed...
. . And Politically Active! '
~ythis time, every Baruch College studentshouldbe 'awareofthe hardships
farnng Baruch and City University. Governor Pataki's deep and devastating
budget cuts arefact, not fiction. Fortunate1y,these cuts have motivated many
students to take action and, once again.standup and fight for education.. The
students ofBaruch can no longer afford to stand by and watch their futures
crumble todust Understandably, manyBaruchsttJdents do not have the time
to rally o~protest as much;as theywant to, Therefore, here are three ways for
the working, studyingBaruchstudent toexpress hisIberfeelings aboutGover-




. Ifyou can't be as active as you want to, the bestthing~do is stay informed.
Read the newspapers, especially The Ticker, on a regular basis. Ifyou're a
student who wants more than just an article than come down and visit you
elected representatives - Day Session Student Government. Every member









NYS Assembly Speaker .
NYS Assembly
Room 932, legislative Office Bldg.
Albany, NY 12248
HaN. KENNETH ~ lAVALlE
Chair, Senate Higher Education
NYS Senate
_Room 806, Legislative Office Bldg.,
Albany, NY 12247
Governor Patoki 'would' sCIVe $1·68.7'milli·o~ ottheCityUniversity
of New York and put the money in our pockets. Distributed evenly among
all New Yorkers, the saving would give us each about $~27.
Your $9.27 would requir.e the raising of tuition at the senior colleges
by $1,000 (the community colleges already charge more tuition than 95% of
the country's other public community coUeges) - and a reduction in student
aid. Your $9.27 would also force the elimination of almost 15,000 courses,
drastically shrinking the opportunities available to cUNyis 213,000 students
and many more would-be 'students-mostly middle-class or disadvantaged.
Thousands of them would be driven away, along with some of the best
faculty and staff in the country. The last time CUNY underwent a comparable
slash., in 1976 when the City almost went bankrupt, 50,CXX) students were lost,
I
economy, too.
If you'd like the $9.27 in your pocket, thank the Governor for his pro-
posed budget. If you would prefer not to "save" on the future of the State, there
is still something you can do:
Lei your legislators kilo.,.




Room 409, legislative Office Bldg.
Albany, NY 12247

























Don't Miss Your Only Chance to
See them Face h Other.
i::-::-o:T r , c-
.~ ~ 1'-




360 Park Avenue South Building
•
box with your name and phone number. '
Submission deadline is March 30. For more information
call Priscilla Lu at (718) 897-5789 or James Yen (718) 234-
1718.
INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE
The Baruch College Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
Program will offer free assistance with tax preparation to
city residents. VITA is ready to assist with forms 1040,
1040A, and 1040EZ, and associated schedules, as well as
New York State forms IT 100, IT 200, IT 201, and IT 214.
Bring all relevant documents.
Assistance will be available through April 15, Monday
through Thursday, from 12:00 noon to 8:00 p.m., at 360 Park
Avenue South, Room 201~B, and at off-campus locations.
For further information call 447-3672.
FOR ESL STUDENTS
Are you trying to improve your English? The Grammar
Worksh~p/Conversati~nClub will meet Thursdays from 1:00
to 2:30 In Room 609 of 17 Lexington Ave. Everyone is
welcome.
PRESIDENT TO ADDRESS BARUCH COMMUNITY
President Matthew Goldstein will hold his second "Town
Meeting" with the Baruch ~ommunity on Wed. March 29
from 4:30 p.m. t<J5:30 p.m. in Room 1200 of360 Park Avenue
South.
Students with questions or comments are encouraged to
attend and be heard.
EGYPTIAN FILM TO BE AIRED~ -.
Baruch College, in conjunction with the American Re-
search Center i~ Egypt, will present "Job," a film by Naguib
.Nahfouz, starnng Omar Sharif as a millionaire, partially
paralyzed by a stroke, who rethinks his life.
The sh~.wing,on March 23, is free and open to the public.
For more time and location call ARCE at (212) 529-6661.
WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH EVENTSP~~D
The Baruch College Women of eolor Network has orga-
nized the following events in celebration ofWomen's History
Month:
- March 23: "The Future of'Wornen's Health: An Unfinished
_Agenda," will be presented by faye Wattleton at l:OO p.m. at
the seventh floor conference center at the 25th Street build-
mg.
-March 27: Video: "Raising of the Red Lantern," will be
shown from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. and from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. in
Room 1033 of the 18th Street building.
.. -March 30: Lecture .and screening: "La -Operacion,' by
Blanca Vasquez, at 1:00 p.m. at theCenter For Puerto Rican
Studies, Hunter College.
For further information contact WOC Network Chair
Aurea Santana at (212) 387-1624.
ONE FELLOWSIDP AVAILABLE
The Clark Fellows program will award one fellowship of
$45,000 to an exceptional undergraduate in the New York
City area who is interested in pursuing graduate studies in
public sector management toward holding a position in
community-based or nonprofit organizatioris. Applicants
must have junior status or above.
The application deadline is April 7. For more information
call Professor Jerry Mitchell at (212) 802-5986.
MINORITY UNDERGRADUATE INTERNSHIP OF-
FERED
The Office of Student Development is currently seeking
minority undergraduates ofupper sophomore orjunior rank,
.who are interested in a career in Student Affairs for intern-
ship positions.
For information contact Professor Robert Georgia, Office
of Student Development, Room 1702, 360 Park Avenue
South, or call (212)447-3500. Applications must be com-
pleted by the end ofMarch.
LAW DEPARTMENT OFFERS AWARDS
The Department of Law is currently seeking applications
and nominations for awards and a scholarship. Students
who wi 11 graduate in June, or who have graduated in August
1994 or January 1995, are eligible for the following awards:
-Edward Ronhrnari Award (~500): For a graduating
senior who has demonstrated excellence and scholastic
achievement in the study of Iaw and has been .accepted for
admission to law school.
-Coppola/Greenberg Law Prize ($350): For agraduat-
ing senior who has been accepted to law school.
-Edward and Pearl Cole Scholarship: A scholarship
for one year's full tuition at Baruch ($2,500), to be awarded
to a student in the School ofBusiness who will have obtained WORKSHOP FOR SERIES 7/NASD EXAM OFFERED
senior status by the 1995-9.6 academic year and who has Baruch College's Continuing Studies' Program will offer
demonstrated excellence in three or more courses in law. Saturday workshops in preparing students for their Series 7/
C~ateswh~ are taking theirthirdtawcuurse this semes--NASUllcenslng exam. The sessions will be on Saturdays,
ter WIll be. c.onsldered. .. from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., in a four week interval beginning
In addition, students consider-ing law school should also AprilS.
be aware of the Charles Feit scholarship fund at New York The tuition is $300. For further information contact
University Law School, for Baruch graduates who have been Bernard Lynch, (212) 447-3020.
accepted to that, school.. .
Application deadline is March 24. For more information
contact Professor Paula Walter in the Department of Law.
4
C'AREER FEST '95 v-v-
DSSG and ESSA, with Sigma Alpha Delta and the Office
ofCareer Services are sponsoring Career Fest '95, a series of
workshops and discussions designed to assist the college
student or graduate looking for a job. The schedule is:
- March 28: Resume Preparation
-April 4: Internships
-April 11: Getting Inside the Interviewers Mind
-April 25: Starting in a Diverse Workplace'
All sessions will be held from 1:00 to 2:15 p.m. in the
Skylight Room, 306, at 17 Lexington Avenue.
~
ASIAN WEEK CULTUBAL ART SHOW
Baruch Asian Students Union is hosting a poem recital!
art show for Asian-American Heritage Month." 'They are
currently seeking solicitations of literary works, poems,
artworks, photographs, skits, and essays or short stories
. dealing with Asian perception or experience. Please submit
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April 27th Career Day*
.
Administrative Center Lounge
"135 E. 22nil Street
/
April 11th Getting/nside the Interviewer's
MiILd
(Sign up for moen interview during Spring Recess)
'1ump Start Hour eareer!!!!
c
.
April 25th Starting in a DiverseWorlfplace
. All evem« skeauled fOX:
1:00pm - 2:15 pm
SkyhqJrr Room 306 17 Lex
April 4th Interships
----~-~. - --------'--------------------~_ .. ..-.-
ProgrClm
. .
March 28th Resume Preparation
. . ., -. '. ." . .
(Sign up for mocli interview during Spring Recess)
Speaker: Christopher Zarbo
Director ofHuman Resources, Mahoney Cohen & Company, PC
*Business attire required
Cosponsors: Day Session Student Government, Evening Session Student Government, Sigma Alpha
Delta and the Office of Career Services SB
lies in our state. After Aprill our
attention has to return to the city
and a similar campaign launched
against Mayor Giuliani's pro-
posed cuts.
Several major events have
been planned for the next two
weeks. By the time many of you
read this article, the March 15
Campus Teach-Ins, which are
being conducted at nearly all
CUNY campuses, will be over and
perhaps also the March 16 rally
at BMCC organized by the USS
and Black and Puerto Rican Leg-
islative Caucus. We urge you to
encourage all your students to
participate in these events ifit is
not too late. .
Th-e mass action on March 23
could well be the largest student
tuition and budget cut protest
ever held. Each student and fac-
ulty group will choose their own
slogan. The slogan for the CUNY
Coalition and Concerned Faculty
and Staff will be "Take Back New
York! Fight for SUNY and CUNY!
March Against the Cuts." Plans
are also being made to reach out
to the more than 500,000 CUNY
and SUNY alumni working in the
city. Money is being raised to
place eleven spot announcements
on WINS News in which the
al umni will be asked to join us in
our Save Our University Rally.
United we will not be defeated.
WILLIE LOMAN DON'T Ap·PLY!
Career
Opportunity
Did you know that one of the highest paid professions
issales?
The "right" candidates are individuals who have the
desire to make money, are excellent communicators,
have~ClMac skills and prior sales and/or graphics
experience.
To qualify for this terrific· opportunity, fax y~ur resume
to; CJC @ 212-564-0803.
Today's sales person doesn't "sell ice to Eskimos in
the middle of winter. "
Consultative Selling means helping clients assess their
needs and meeting them.
We are the leading Presentation Graphics Service
- Company, providing Fortune 5O~ finns with quality
.presentations (e.g'., slides, overheads and prints)..
We are expanding our sales department and are
offering. opportunities to begin a lucrative and exciting .
sales career. .
.. ~ , --- ------. -'
most vulnerable students. TAP
for graduate students has also
been terminated. This is an un-
precedented and outrageous as-
sault on the SUNY and CUNY
communities.
The state is not saving a single
penny by the elimination of the
Educational Opportunity Pro-
grams for our most economically
disadvantaged students. The ac-
tual budget for all of these pro-
grams (SEEK at CUNY, EOP at
SUNY, and HEOP at the inde-
pendent colleges) in 1994-95 was
$51 million. The 73,000 gradu-
ates of these programs, most of
whom would not have gone to col-
lege at all, already provide an
estimated increase in tax rev-
enues each year of $150 million
beyond what they would have paid
with only a high school diploma,
and this additional revenue will
grow to $300 million by 2010 as
the pool of graduates increases.
The elimination ofthese programs
is fiscal folly and morally repre-
hensible.
A coordinated assault to pre-
vent our own devastation by the
state has to be orchestrated in
less than three weeks. The Legis-
lature has promised an appro-
priations bill by April 1. This is
going to require everyone's par-
ticipation and SUNY is a vital
ally. CUNY and SUNY students
and staffrepresent one in six fami-
your help' to both mobilize and
inform all our students.
Every faculty and student
should be aware that two weeks
ago the Virginia Legislature re-
belled against the $50 million cut
in higher education proposed by
the newly elected Republican gov-
ernor. The entire cut was de-
feated.Ittookamassive(100,000)
letter campaign, demonstrations,
solidarity between the different
state universities (who refused to
bargain separately for the first
time) and the intervention of Re-
publican business leaders (believe
it or not) who pointed out the
fiscal absurdity of the cuts in
terms of the state's economy.
Governor Pataki has declared
war on public higher education in
New York State. He has pro-
posed a 3.4 percent cut in the
state's General Fund Budget, but
has proposed a 30 percent de-
crease in the state's appropria-
tion to its two public university
systems, $158 million to CUNY
$290 million to SUNY. The- com-
bined cut, nearly $450 million, is
the largest cut ever proposed by
any state in its higher education'
budget. The proposed cut by the
city to the community colleges is
equally dire, $27.7 million, or 37. 7
percent of last year's appropria-
tion and this is on top of a $10.6
million cut by' the state. Collec-
tively, the cuts to CUNYs two
and four year colleges will lead to
the cancellation of 15,000 class
sections and the layoff of 2,000 t
full time faculty and staff. This is
an optimistic estimate because
enrollment could drop sharply
and the catastrophe could be twice
as large. It is time to "Take Back
New York," not just for CUNY
.and~SUNY, but for all the work-
ing people in this state.
Governor Pataki has proposed
for complete elimination the pro-
grams that have served the most
economically disadvantaged stu-
dents in the state, the Educa-
tional Opportunity Programs
(SEEK and College Discover at
CUNY, EOP at SUNY, and HEOP
at the private colleges) and Aid to
Part Time Students (APTS). The
EOP programs in the State col-
lectively served 32,000 students
(11,500 at CUNY) and APTS
serves an additional 30,000 stu-
dents. At CUNY, 94 percent of
our SEEK students are people of
color. The cuts in the TAP pro-
gram have been severest for the'. -
poorest students. Single il\de-
pendent students with taxable in-
comes under $3,000 wil'lhave.to
absorb the entite $1,000 projected
tuition increase, since the maxi-
mum TAP award for these stu-
dents would be set at $2,450.
. . the
community colleges has not yet
been proposed, there is no way
our two year colleges can absorb
$38.3 million cut from both the
city and state without raising
tuition which is already in the top
95 percentnationwide. These cuts
are the targeted removal of our
•
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Update
-March 22: A Day
Without CUNY and
SUNY: To dramatize the
proposed devastation of
both university systems,
every campus will con-
duct a wake or mock fu-
neral. A hearse, coffin or
other symbol of mourn-
ing will circle each CUNY
and SUNY campus and
then be brought to the
front steps of the Admin-
i s t r af i o n Building at
12:00 noon. SUNY at
Stony Brook is expected
to provide a dummy in
cap and gown sitting in
an electric chair.
-March 23: CUNY-
SUNY Rally at City
Hall: Students will as-
semble at 10:00 a.m. out-
side of 17 Lexington Ave.
----~~o--=ra marchto 1 y a.
Faculty from all CUNY
schools will assemble in
cap and gow.n: New
York City Tech a, ~l:OO
a.m. for a march across
the Brooklyn Br>L,~ at
12:00 noon.
•
This is a plea to the faculty on
all CUNY campuses from the
CUNY Coalition of Concerned
Faculty and Staff. We are count-
ing on each and everyone of you
to actively participate in the fight
to save our university. This fight
can be won and, in fact, pas just
been won in Virginia, but we need










Letter To The Edit()r.. ,.,
For The
Dear Ticker Editor and Staff:
Today I assembled a bulletin board dis-
play about the CUNYbudget crisis. The Ticker
was one of. the best sources of information -
events, facts and addresses - and I simply
posted some or your pages and advised stu-
dents to pick up their own copies.
To me, the March 8 issue is a landmark of





neara condoandthe SecretService mustrescue him,
600yards from the condo. Gore visits Monticello and
asksadoeenttoidentifybustsina readingroom. Two'
ofthe three busts are George Washington and Ben. . .
Franklin. AI Gore interprets "E Pluribus Unum" to
mean"From One Many." We didn't heara peep from
the media about these gaffes.
While the Washington Post put Anita Hill's un-
corroborated allegations about Clarence Thomas on
page 0!1e, a Post reporter was suspended for two
weeks, whenhe triedto publishPaulaJones's allega-
tions against Clinton.
Many news shows wouldn't everr book David
Brock (pro Clarence Thomas),author ofThe Real
Anita Hj)), unless accompanied by Someone vehe-
mently opposed to his viewpoint, On the other hand,
Timothy Phelps, Jane' Mayer and Jill Abramson,
authors ofanti - Thomasbooks, were booked without
anyone opposing their assertions.
After the election in 1994, Peter Jennings called
the voters a bunch of"angry two year olds in need of
a parent to_teach them to control the anger and
channel it in a positive way," all this while writing a
speech for Barbara Streisand .
The news media is the biggest scam going. Ijust
hope the American people can see through this trav-
esty,
In The
an ABC News reporter.
Numerous studies show that a liberal bias
exists inthe newsmedia. A 1981 surveyfound that
no less than81% ofthe press interviewed voted for
the Democratic presidential candidate in every
election between 1964 and 1976. A survey of
newspaper reporters in 1982 revealed that in the
1980election, 51% votedfor Carter, 24% forAnder- ,
sonandonly25%for thewinner,RonaldReagan. A
1985LosAngelesTimes Pollofreportersfrom large
newspapers found three times as many consider
themselves liberalas conservative.Less than 25%
of them voted for Reagan in his landslide 1984
victory. - ,
On almost every issue, most reporters endorse
the liberal side. In the 1985 poll, 67% opposed
prayer in school, 81% favored affirmative action,
76% opposed CIA aid to the Contras and S!%
favored a nuclear freeze.
Former CBS News anchor, Walter Cronkite
said, "I think most newspapennen by definition
have to be liberaL." PeterJennings ofABC admit-
ted that a segment of his World News Tonight
program "revolved around a liberal axis." NBC's
Bryant Gumbel said that ifMario Cuomo ran for
President he "would certainly get my vote."
Clearly, there's a double standard in the way
"news" is reported. DanQuaylewasrakedoverthe
coals for a spelling error, and the jokes continue to
Truth or Consequences
By Daniel Bagliore
Foryears, conservatives have accusedthe main-
stream news media of a liberal bias. Guess what?
lliey're right!
Many liberals deceptively point to journalists
like William Safire and George Will as examples of
conservative media bias, But they are columnists
who are paid to actually give their opinion.
Onthe other hand, reporters are paid to be
"objective" and unbiased; however, they are not.. In
fact, many reporters and executives have a cozy
relationship with theDemocratic party. TheMedia
Research Center in Virginia, has identified a Whop-
ping 306 members of the news media who have
connections to liberal Democratic causes or politi-
cians. In contrast,just 78 have anyties to conserva-
tivesorrepublicans. DavidBurke,PresidentofCBS
Newsfrom 1988-1990,workedforbothSenatorTed
Kennedy and Govern.orHugh Carey. JeffGralnick,'
the Executive Producer ofNBC Nightly News was
Press Secretary for George McGovern. Thomas
Johnson, President of CNN, worked for President
LyndonJohnson, andJane Pauleyoillateline NBC
worked for the Democrats in the 1970's.
So far, 33 members ofthe news media now have
jobs with the Clinton administration. Forexample,
.Strobe Talbott, the Deputy Secretary ofState, was
the Editor at Large of Time Magazine. Rick
Inderfurth, the Deputy to theUNAmbassador, was.
By Manny Rodriguez sympathizes withher, andhelps hergetout. Idon't
,see anyso called stereotypeshere, Ms. Concepcion.
A person responds to my fiction with negative ..My final work of fiction last semester was
criticism. Accepted. A"fellow" staffwriterresponds "Creative Control". Briefly, this dealt with a TV
to my fiction with negative criticism. Accepted. A production committee who rejected the idea of
"fellow"staffwriter, who I've nevermet, responds to adding Latino and Black programming to their
my fiction with negative criticism, personal insults schedule. Diane Sanchez consequently quits the
and the nerve toaskmeto write aboutsubjects"that team and takes her idea to another network where
pertain to college students. Never accepted. it is immensely successful. No stereotypes or "vul-
• Ms. Concepcion calls my writing "garbage" and
gar curse words" here Erica.
says my Latino characters are portrayed in a "ste- My most recent work was "The Brooklyn Zoo".
reotypica1 way". Not"allLatinosliveinpoverty,get A two-parter, this story was my idea on how the
pregnant, or go on welfare" she said. To see ifMs. ghetto will be in the 22ndcentury. In thispiece, the
Concepcion is right, let's look at my fiction. ghetto is even worse. Puerto Ricans struggle, not
My first storywas a two-parter called"ATypical only for survival, but for identity. Pedro Vega.
Manny Day". This piece was about a day in the life struggles to feed his family. A baby is on the way,
of a high school student, Manny Rivera. Through- and his girl, Seidy, contemplates going on welfare.
out his day he finds a way to con another boy into You may have a weak stomach Erica, but these
giving him twenty dollars, cuts class, gets caught scenarios are playing themselves out now and will
and subsequently winds up in a lot of trouble. continue in the future. I
b th . drogdeal Sincere y,Manny'sfatherisabum,his ro erisa er Thetruthis thatmanyyoungPuertn Ricangirls
and he hates school. In the end, Marcelo, a family ARE getting pregnant and going on welfare, and J o,hn H. Wahlert
friend, tells Manny that kids with no discipline and mass amounts ofPuerto Ricans liAVE been living Chair of Dept. of Natural Sciences
too much attitude "zet killed". He says, ".....no one th beginning. fthis h,,...;Y B
b in poverty since eo_ century, Y
likes a spic, especially one with a smart mouth". forgetting your brothers and sisters you contribute Editor's Note: Thank you on behalf of the
/With this story, I wanted to show Ticker readers to this poverty because hunger is not the only "!fay editorial staff Our job is to make sure that the
the mentality of many, not all, kids living in the kids are dying. The mental lock down we are m·. h . h d te i ~ tid Baruc community asa equa e intorma ton.
ghetto. The truth is there is a "spic" state ofmin stems from the abuse ofthe ghetto and continues, to reach informed decisions. ' Often we struggle
. present inLatinoyouth thatno one is talkingabout. due to the neglectofthose Puerto Ricans who make with-piles ofdocuments, trying to filter it down
Many Latino youths have very little guidance and it and forget where they came from, into releuent and digestable pieces ofinforma-
badinfluencesall aroundthem. Theylearn. through All Latinos have to remember to zive back. . fi d t th t
the media and evenfromtheir teachers thatPuerto .• b"'".' tion, and it is encouraging to itt ou a our
Ricans can't make it in this world As writers of Continued on page 10 efforts are not in vain.
literature and journalism, we learn to forget them The opinions expressed on the Exhale pages are those of the individual writers,. and do n~tnecess~~ily
and only remember when they commit serious represent the opinions ofThe Tickereditorial staff. The Ticker accep~so,,:lytypewnttena~sz.~nedoJ!z.nwn
crimes. I will not forget. pieces ofno more than 750 words from Baruch Coll~gestudents. Publication of~xhaleartu:les z.s contl~ent
M second piece was "The Mayen". This story upon an editorial board vote. Letters must be no more.that 350 wor~, typev:ntten-and signed. Uns~d
abo t Latina, Ma Santana, who has letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names unil be withheld upon request. Wnters
~as . u. a Ilectual abilities hieh . l·:ted should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and
incredible mte . es WID are exp m .. .. ' . . .~... d LaH. JJ "2v:la~i,I.. .•. 4 ., '. _ ' . .. ..
by-the-govemmeot:--A-GIA! agItII(~~."'.d9N~~~~~S4:"!?PH£1sn""¥!;i1_~7:1!).·.·6;~.·~ ~.·I.·.9.~~~~~I.I~J'~~;/,J•.
.In Response
.• 'E·~-' .f:. ':..,'. ·1'·' '. G·' ·t,-~N.·ews·• • nca, "Ve.0.,...
For-you
:'.
























































The Ticker is pub-
lished bi-weekly, eight
times a semester, by The
<,
Ticker editorial staff-at
360 Park Ave. South;





work except printing is
done by Baruch under-
graduate and graduate
'students. All typed and
aigried.contributions and
letters are welcome, and
should be mailed to the
above address (or E-mail
address).
Our office is open
during regular school
hours. Any display' ad-
vertising questions
should be directed to the
advertising Manager or
Managing Edi tor at the
above address.
. ~---- ."People need to wake up and realize
that they will not havea school to
return to next semester. When that
happens everyone willbe ready to
. ..'
prntest.and it will be too late."
-Mirlande Gilles, junior
•
Get Involved BefoFe It's Too Late!
Last Thursday's rally and march was another in a series that clearly
demonstrated widespread dissent with Governor George Pataki's all-outwar
on education and welfare. The protest attracted an estimated 32,000 people.
The New York State Black and Puerto Rican Legislative Caucus and the other
organizers deserve recognition for getting themselves and others involved.
While the protest was nearIy an unqualified success, there was still one
troubling aspect: once again, Baruch was under-represented, with only 60 out
of 15,000 students in attendance. Although this was a better percentage than
previous demonstrations, it is still not nearly enough.
Governor Pataki's budget is an issue that, if passed, will touch every
member of the Baruch Community. Students will feel the impact in basically
three ways: greater tuition, less financial aid, and less class sections to choose
from.
The only hope of averting the cuts lies with the State Legislature. That is
why involvement now is of the utmost importance. If we, the students, don't
make our views known right now, we may lose the opportunity. Some form
of the Executive Budget will clear the Legislature soon. It will be a done deal,
and the time to effect change will be gone.
President Matthew Goldstein has just marie it easiet to get involved. In
a memo to the community, Goldstein asks. as a special request to faculty
members, that students be allowed to miss class without penalty in order to
}
attend activities such as last week's rally. '
Of course, the decision must. be made by the professor of the class in
question, and students will have to make up any work that is missed.
For those who still don't have time to participate, the CUNY-wide letter
writing campaign is-in full swing. There are sample letters available, but we,
as college students, are literate enough to write our own letters, describing in
detail. how we- will be "affected. Once ' again, .. here is a list of names .and
addresses: ~ ~
-Senator Joseph Bruno, Room 409, Legislative Office Building, Albany, NY 12247
~ Senator Ronald Stafford, Room 502, State Capitol, Albany, NY 12247 _
- Senator Kenneth P .LaVelIe, Room 806, Legislative Office Building, Albany, NY 12247
-Assemblyman Sheldon Silver, Room 932, Legislative Office Building, Albany, NY
12248
-Assemblyman Herman D. Farrell, Room 923, Legislative Office Building,Albany, NY
12248


















The State of New York-is required by law to
balance its budget. Everyone should feel a sense of
public responsibility to work with Governor Pataki
to arrive at a reasonable solution which is in the'
publicinterest. ThereactionfromtheCUNYadmin-
istration to the proposed budgethas been disap-
pointing. Apparently they are going to follow a
"burnt,earth." policy - if they can't have their way
thenbyGodnothingwillbe leftstandingatCUNY!!!
The problem should be approached by setting
some simple priorities:
1. Maintain the academic integrity ofthe institu-
tion. Ifthis means CUNYcan no longerspend 9% of
its budget to provide instruction at the high school
level, then so be it.
2. Studentswho areclose to graduationshouldlie
protected. It is hard to see why anyone would start
a course ofinstruction at an institution which will
savage advanced students.
~. Increase tuition to the minimum extent neces-
sary. Negotiate withthegovernor ina business-like
.and dignified manner. Thecommuni~atlargehas _
an obvious interest in assuring a flow of college
graduates. CUNY provides graduates who are
likely to continue working.and livjng in.New York..
Ifthe present administrati.on cannot cope, per-
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By Kevin DegidoD
For over four decades, American presidents
have been trying to reform the health care system.
HanyTnunan,LyndonJohnsonandRichardNixon
all made attempts at makinghealth care accessible
butall that cameoutofthese battles were Medicare
and Medicaid. Somehavecriticizedthose programs
of being oost1y -.and ineffective. -These plans all
focused ondevelopingprogramstoget every Ameri-
can covered,mostdidlittleornothingaboutthe cost
of care. Now we find the issue on the table once
again. Clinton has vowed to solve the problem so
many have failed to solve. Last summer his at-
tempts were defeated. Does he or anyone in Con-
rd"'--~--"+-~~--=-s-un-"derstaiiQwoore-tne root ofour health-care
problems lie?
During the 1992 presidential campaign~health
care was ahot topic. In the Democratic primary
SenatorBobertKerry,a.W01mdedVretnamVeteran
proposed a pIan to sociaJire the health care system.
SenatorPaulTsongas, who hadbeen and has since
.beentreated for cancercame up with his own plan.
.Tsongas took a more free market approach. Bill
Clinton,thefrontrunnerthrougiloutmostoftherace
did not originaJJy have a health plan but felt it was













could possess somebody to torture another
human being like that? Futhermore, what
does this say about our society? .
I keep thinking of how Kimberly must
have felt strapped to that chair, unable to
move, as gasoline was poured on her her
cries for help falling upon deaf ears the
terror going through her mind as someone
slowly walked toward her' striking a
match.... the actual sound of the match
igniting and the blanket catching afire.
Can you feel the' fear? I felt the need to
write this piece, not only because I gradu-
ated from high school with Kimberly, but
because I was hit hard by this alarming
incident. It has been absolutely terrifying
for everyone. We all need to be a ware of
how unsafe our neighborhoods really are.
My heartfelt sympathy goes out to the
Antonakos family. I can only imagine the
grief they must be feeling after this sense-
less tragedy.
o The world isn't going to stop turning
however and life will keep going on. But
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Burned alive! My God! Think about it.
What kind of sick, sadistic animal would do
something like that? I'm against the death
penalty, but after a brutal murder like this,
I must admit, I'm glad it's back. What
By Chris Sollecito
For those of you who don't know
kimberly Antonakos was a 20 yearoldstu~
dent attending the College of Staten Is-
land. As she was arriving home in Canarsie,
Brooklyn on March 1 between 3 and 4 a.m.,
she was kidnapped. Her earring was found
on the floor of her garage, ciearly showing
that a struggle had taken place. She was
·then abducted along with her 1994 Honda
Accord
Only God knows what horrors she en-
dured in the three days she was missing,
but at the end of her terrifying ordeal, she
was tied to a chair in the furnished base-
ment of an abandoned home in Woodhaven,
Queens, and bound andg~ggedwith'duct
tape. A blanket was then thrown over her
head and was doused in gasoline. Then she
was burned alive!









Continued from page 9
ofsixteen. ThismancameoutoftheDepressionand
went to battle across the ocean, in a foreign land, to
serve his country, President Clinton has the audac-
ity to honor himat the address. Clinton had been a
triple draft dodger and was in London and Moscow '
duringVietnam. While attendingOxford, where he
was supposed to be in class, he was organizing
student protests against the war in Vietnam.
Three young men, probably -just graduating
seniors outof high school, went in Clinton's place.
For all that we know, one.. two, or maybe all three
died in the war. Three men Could have died due to
Clinton's cowardliness. There are even reports that
Clinton, while in England and Moscow, aided the
enemy. Clintonwantstohonoragreatmilitaryhero,
come on! One of the fathers of the men who were
killed in Somalia summedit up bestwhen he said to
Clinton, "Sir, you are not fit to be Commander in
Chiefof this country."
Finally, why did the President give such a long,
Republican-soundingspeech? Clintonsaidmuchof
what the peoplewanted tohear.:He moved back to
the center again, with the address. Many have said
the reason the speech was so long was to take the
GOP response out of prime time. Christine Todd
Whitman, Governor of New Jersey, gave the re-
sponse. She was the only governorever to give the
speech Her speech wasshort and to the point. This
up-and-coming star ofthe Republican party will be
a force to be reckonedwith. Donotbesurprisedtosee
her on the Republican ticket in 1996.
turns which would turn moo severe recessions, by
imposing a financial straitjacket on state and local
governments 'and-eompanies.:
theAmerican public know that he.hears them. The
public hears him all right but it is a case of too little
too late, and anyway, who can believe him. During
the campaign he promised a tax cut but now we
received a tax increase!
, Also, the President wants the Republicans to
compromise on issues. He wants to work out deals
with the Republican leadership and form a biparti-
san government. All Clinton wants is to get along
withthe majority. However, he will notcompromise
on the only principle he has, which is against the
legalization ofassaultweapons. He drewthe line in
the sand on this one folks. He will not compromise;
there willbe nodeals made, Congresscanattemptto
send him a bill repelling the ban but he will veto it.
Yet the Republicans mustcompromise. Itis time for
the President to compromise with the Republicans.
They must stand by theirpromises, and not retreat.
At the end of his tiresome speech, Clinton did
what other Presidents have done in the past. Like
Reagan, he congratulated and recognized everyday
. peoplefor theirhardwork andserviceto the country.
I took extreme note ofone retired militaryman, who
received the Congressior.a1 MedalofHonor in W.W.
II. This man covered ~..wo fellow soldiers while a
grenade landed near tnem. He went far above and
beyond his call ofduty that battle day, to save two
soldiers lives. For his commendable service, he
received the most prestigious military medal.
This soldier was the youngest person in this
century to receive such an honor. He had forged his
birth certificate so he could enlist at the tender age
Public Relations firms. Making it much easier for
this legislationto pass. This documenthascalled for
. theincreaseofmilitary spending. Just 'great, that's .
whatAmericaneeds! Moreandmoreguns. Waitfm
only gettingstarted. This scatological piece oflegis-
lation has alsoanticipated the rejuvenation ofStar
Wars. Wait, there's plenty more where that came
from. We have the Balanced Budget Amendment
that has been rehashed again. I guess with all this
talk ofsalary caps all over the place, this colossal of
Newts, decided to get intotheaetas well. We see how
successful these salary caps have been going in
sports recently, so I'm sure they will be just as Hopefully my stories will remind us ofthat respon-
successful in the White House. Next on that Con- sibility. Other people in Baruch canread the stories
tract From Hell is the Line Itern Veto. This gives the and be enlightened. The truth is most non-Latinos
Presidenta chanceto eliminateanythingtheywould andnon-Blacksdon'tknowtheghettoreality. Watch-
like from the bill. Anything they like. Why this ing ''Boyz-n-the Hood" a million times isn't even
would help the nation in any possible way TIlnever enough to understand. I want people to feel the
know. Of course, with any conservative package characters, see the different perspectives, and un-
comes the tax cuts for the wealthy one percent. The derstand the magnitude oftheir situations.
infamous "it helps bring more money into the Obviously, I haven't written enough fiction
economy"rapistiredandolderthanBobDole. Other yet to include all different types of Latinos but
parts of this mess is that cuts from the National I've only written four stories.
Endowment for the Arts budget will be cut by two No force in this universe gives you the right
percent. Add in the calls for eliminating from the to judge me and insult me without knowing me,
Federal budget, Public owned television and radio. Erica. You don't know the hardships my family
There's a lot more to this mess, but why go into the and I have been through to even think ofdoing
whole thing. Doesn't' this sound like the basic such a thing. However, I did forward my phone
agendaofthatlosingpresident,~rgeBush?That number through our editor to you and would
man, you remember him? George "The Lummox", agree to discuss this topic at length with you.. I
had the same agenda but now we are getting this am willing to show you the class and respect
dreckshoved inourfaces onceagain. Noticethereis you refused me. Why? Because you are a fellow
one little thing missing from this-talk about keep- staffwriter and a Boricua. I want you to realize
ing the job status for most Americans from sinking what I'm trying to do here. I want you to
evenlower. Andhowto keepthose preciousfamilies, recognize the importance of your misguided
these men love to preach about, from falling apart statements. As Puerto Ricans the legacy we
even worse than they already have? By investing leave behind is most significant. Our children
more in Star Wars? Or that great Line Item Veto are being left with too many negative legacies
they keep talking about? I thinknot. With the way which are manifesting themselves into deadly
the Contract With America is headed, students will cycles. "The Brooklyn Zoo:"ends with a positive
really need that prayer in school amendment. To. legacy and you would have noticed that if you
praythatNewt'screwstopscuttingall theprograms could see.
that heor she needs to survive. Willsomeoneplease Erica, the final truth is your legacy won't
tell me what the hell do we need a Balanced Budget ~ean~nythingifyouforget us and sellout. But
Amendmentfor? Sotheseweaselsallcanequallyrip Ifthat IS the path you have chosen, don't ask me
us all off? This b~ would almost eliminate _QO}Vll~. _to, ~~ ~o~n it ,,:i~h.yo~. ~i;~. ~orinquen!
• .' .. - - l • 1 • _ , • •• _. ' ~ t " .
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By Hobert Sauer
On Tuesday, January 24, the President of the
UnitedStatesprovedto manypeoplethathehas few
principles and even less character.. He' did this
through his time-consuming State of the Union
address. I have believed for quite a while that
William Jefferson Clinton did not have the best
human qualities, buthis speech put the :final nail in
the coffin.
Here is a man who ran as a moderate "New .
Democrat,"butonce inoffice heslippedwayoffto the
left. He signed a tax increase, ofwhich this country
has never seen any larger, and broke countless
numberofother promises. This showedme thatour
President is not credible.
Thank goodness, the American public caught on
quickly to this fraud. They voted his accomplices in
Congress out of power. Due to the big political
earthquake in Washington, Clinton, ifhe wants to
get reelected in 1996, must move back to the right.
His opinions are like a revolving door, they just go
around in circles. He talks the talk-but he does not
walk. the walk.•
Mr. Clinton proposes a "Middle Class Bill of
Rights." Even with somegoodideas, this~salis
far too limited. Only children under 13 years ofage
will receive a tax credit. Wait a minute, the.lasttime
I looked, a teenager costs more money to raise than
a youngchild. Itis duringthe teenageyearsthatkids
cost real money. They want cars, brand name
clothing, and other expensive things. Clinton's




"People wake up figure it out, religious fanatics
·lurkingabout. The1Jongress,Statehouse,theCourt-
house, the White House." Frank Zappa, When The
Lie's So Big, 1988.
The country has been republicanized for the first
time since Reagan's"revolution". And I feel the best
song that could be played on this occasion, is Taps.
I have felt that America is like Frank Sinatra, just
holding .on by a colostomy bag, but continues to
parade like they are the best things goingdespite the
bad gas that it leaves behind. (Keep those letters
coming.) The stench will be getting even worse as
these blowhards are now firmly in place. God help
us all! And no, I don't mean Newt's God either. We
see the smell in our own backyard. Lead by this
wave, George Pataki won the Governor's chair, and
his first official move was to order the Oklahoma
killer back so he can fry "American Style." Now
that's a great way to start his tenure? Before trying
to help anyone that is struggling or suffering to give
them some needed relief. He instead wants to kill
people. Shouldn't that bring a warning sign to
anyone? How much of a heart 'could this person
have, ifthis is the start ofhis campaign? Sonow we
have to deal with the Speaker of the House who
reminds me ofa much more scary version ofRush
Limbaugh. Firstbecause Rush's head is fatter, and
secondly Rush I don't feel believes halfthe stuffhe
actually says. He just watches his Archie Bunker
tapes and follows suit. Whereas thisNewtcharacter
has faster impulses andmore colorful ways in his
talk show gig. He gets quoted much more than
Clinton now, so it seems like the President-at this
present time is Newt, or in Newt's ideal world,
"Fuhrer Newt." -Basically, though, both are just~
scary, and should be listened to and plan to goofon
Newt's boys big time. To lessen the pain theyplan to
inflect on many Americans. Okay, now that this
background information is over, let's get into why
the scare at the beginning ofthis piece. Also so all of
you can see why the warning signs should be up by
eyezyone. TIrisContract ,With America that these
Rush groupies have concocted up for us should be
thorougbIyscrotinizedbythe press. Sincethemedia



































10AM @ 23RD ST. BLDG.
•750 FEWER C.LASS SECTIONS
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We will "help you start your
own business, representing
Career Shop to students
searching for a career.
$15 MILLION BUDGET CUT
You can help them publish
their career desires and









Panel from 1:30pm to 2:45pm
7thFloor Con ferenee Center. HiHi amandBnitaNewman Libr~rq
151 East 25 thS treet
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I Rich Jaros1ovsky, Managing Editor, W3l1 Street Ja.o::nal Interactive
Pane1iat8:
For all your accounting needs
I during the busy tax season,
~ contact our office for effident, and
affordable services.
Andrew Nib1ey, Editor & Executive Vice President, Reuters New Media
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Jennifer Tanaka, Senior Researcher, Newsweek/Newsweek Interactive
Frank Beacham, media/technology critic, Interactive Age
Moderateo"by Professors Gene MarI.ow and Lucinda Zoe
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through. costcapswhere thegovernmentputs limits "The Council on Medical Education' and Hospi-
on what doctors can charge. Some have made the ta1s wrote a letter to the various medical schools
argument that if costs are capped by the govern- saying the medical schools were admitting more
ment, doctors willmake upfor loss byloweringtheir students than could be given the proper kind of
supplies, hence the costgets passedonto the patient training. In the next year or two, every school
through. poorer quality. There is also managed reduced the number it was admitting, giving very
competition, where laws arechanged to favor small strongpresumptiveevidence thattherecommenda-
independent companies and Health Maintenance tion had some effect."
Organizations which drive costs down. To ad- . Friedman suggested that CUITent licensingpro-
equately solve the cost problem of health care, we cedureshouldbeabolishedandmedicaleertification
must get to the heart ofwhat has caused the prob- should be put in ·its place. Belant Considered
lern. Friedman's proposal to be simplistic andsaid, "It
when people complain about America's free ignores many major public interest issues," but he
market health care system, they are complaining believedittobe"aparticularlyusefulplace tobegin,"
about a system which is in effect not free market. in light ofwho controls health care.
Since the turn ofthe century, the U.S. Health Care The AMA has had a firm band ofControl over
Industry has been controlled by the most powerful U.S. Health Care for more than a century while our
trade union in the country - The American Medical governmenthas notsimplyallowedthismonopolyto
Association. The AMA, since its birth, has been exist, ithas helped buildit through numerous legis-
fighting forlaws to keep nurses and other practitio- lation. Therolesgovemmenthadusedtocontrolthe
ners from Performing operations and diagnosing competenceofbealthcarepractitionerswererepeat-
medicine which their trail ling should qualify them edly used as tools by the medical profession to
for. narrow its pool of competitors, enabling them to
The AMA has been ruling on the qualifications raise their price. "As frequently happened with
of licensing to become s: doctor and controlled the other regulatory agencies, the medical profession
schoolsthateducatedt.nedoctorsofthefuture. They has apparently gained control over the agency in-
have done this through organizations like the Coun- tended to regulate it."
ell on Medical Euucation and Hospitals. These Bad habits are hard to break, when America
health organizacions could control which doctors-to- tried to improve the health care they repeated the
be would make it to the startingpoint. Although the economiccurseKingHenryVIIIbroughtonto Great
AMA can't legally force a doctor to join, they can Britain three centuries earlier. "hi both the Ameri-
mak~lifehellforthosethatdon't,assumingtheycan can and English cases, [Belant concludes] state
get pastthe schools. Ineffect the AMAhas servedas involvement in the profession's institutions repre-
a monopoly keeping their prices artificially high. sented a solution to the failure of the profession to
In Profession and Monopoly, Jeffrey Belent dug eliminate competitors adequately."
deepinto thehistorynotoftheAMA,butofitsBritish Without challengingtheAMA, no health bill can
predecessor,The Royal College ofPhysicians, which be constructive, it will only add an expense to the
the AMA was shaped after. federal budget. Worse yet, ifgovernment helped to
"The rise ofThe Royal College of Physicians of build such a towering monopolyin the past, who's to
London (Rep) is very important, because of the say they won't construct more stories onto this
. majorrole which its strugglefor institutionalization .l:>WJ~.~fQ~.Qo~act!?,theAmericanpeople
and legal privilege has played-in the creation ofthe. ,.hadbe~~~ioo~t what-liE;Sherore them.
modern concept of the medical profession. It was 'We all must educa~oun;elv@SabotittJle root cause
primarily a licensingbody chartered by King Henry - ofourcurrenthea1th problemsandknowthe history
VIII that placed authority for determining who behind it all. We need to demand sensible answers
wouldlegally practice medicine into the hands ofthe . and not spur of the moment decisions made by
medical practitioners." politicians trying to look busy. We must only adopt
The RCP was a pioneerforce in the development a rational, educated .answer that deals with the
of a professional monopoly, the first time an orga- health care problem at its root. Ifwe fail to do so, we
nized group of professionals not belonging to a willriskrepeatinghistoryyetagain. Lastsumrner's
church or a state was given ultimate power. It was defeat may have saved America from graverisks, It
the first time that the forces of government and may have alsobought time to sell the right reforms
industry would walkann inann to wipe outcompet- if Let.s hope the time is spent wisely..
ing forces. The RCP was successful in stifling all
competitorswho provided health servicesexceptthe
Catholic Church.
Belant then states how the AMA copied many
general procedures of RCP in the legislations they
pushedf~ardfrom the mid 1800's to early 1900's.
"The 1847 Code" and "The 1903 Principals" were
written as their tools ofcontrol.
'The 1847 'Code' did not specifically require
membership in the AMA for ethical standing but
suggested a number of criteria to determine the
boundaries ofthe legitimate profession... The 1903
'Principals'...called on physicians to "join the orga-
nized body of the profession represented in the
community in which he resides."
He goes on to suggest this was by no means an
accident, for had they deveioped a complete mo..
nopoly,theywouldhave"becomesubjecttoantitrust
prosecution as a corporate organization which had
eliminated competitors." In annualizing the ec0-
nomicaspects ofthis industryand toget otherviews
on it ,Belant describes suggestions made by econo-
mistMilton Friedman. Friedmanviews theAMAas
America's strongesttradeunion, which uses itslinks
to medical schools through the Council on Medical
Education and Hospitals to limit the pool ofcompe-
tition for hospital practitioners and rule out those
whomaynotbe loyal. Friedmancitedan example to
show how the Council on Medical Education and .
Hospitals has a stronghold on medical schools. He
quotes aletter they sent out in the 1930's.
Health care: Another LookAt The Problem
Continued from page 11
As president, Clinton has found that delivering
on health care is much harder than making prom-
ises aboutit. Therehasbeenagreatdealofoonfusion
over. what the related issues are, much less the
solutions. The American people have no idea what
to look.forward to. There were eight major bills
running through Congress last summer.
There was the single payer plan supported by
Congressman Jim. McDermott, where the govern-
ment pays for health coverage.with tax support,
There is the president's bill which is paidfor mostly
through an 80% employer mandate and taxes on
cigarettes. TherewastheCooperBillwhichhasonly
an individual mandateandRepublicanbillssuchas
Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole's proposal which
would give vouchers with a price limit on how much
couldbe spentonit. Withgreateruncertainty about
what could come out ofthe health care debate, the
American people were thinking more about what
could go wrong with an overhaul of health care.
Some worried that the quality of health care could
deteriorate, but the biggest concern ofall seemed to
be how a massive health care reform bill can be paid
for. America is already in debt nearly 4.7 trillion
dollars. TheAmerican people have faced twomajor
tax increases in the past four years and have just
overcome a massive recession.
In President Clinton's State of the Union Ad-
dress last January, he made it clear where his
emphasis was by stating what.he would and would
not compromise on, as stated by an excerpt in The
New York Times.
"I want it clear", Mr. Clinton said i..~ a voicp
strainedfrom many rehearsals. "Ifyousendmeany
legislation that does not guarantee every American
private health insurance that can never be taken
away, you will force me to take this pen, veto the
legislation and well COIne rightback here and start
all over again."
Mr. Clinton has proposed an overhaul that
wouldcover privatecoverageforhospital, doctorand
prescriptiondrugbills, andrequire employers to pay
80% of the average insurance premium. The plan
would be administered by regional purchasing alli-
ances and financed in part by taxes on tobacco and
large corporations.
If Clinton and Congress continue to put the
emphasis on .accessibility as they generally have,
they-will continue to fail in passing a bill and selling
it to the American people. An 80% employer man-
date had no chance of passing and another massive
tax increase seemed to be outofthe question. What
about putting more emphasis on affordable?
From his early speeches, the president made
accessibility the definingissue ofwhat would consti-
tute an adequate health care bill. There can be no
doubt however, that the major problem with U.S.
Health Care today is its skyrocketing cost This has
beensofor a decade ifnotlonger. RexDye, the doctor
ofa small private hospital wrote in 1975 The Hospi-
tal I Medii:a/, Racket and You, a book which probed
intothe risingrate ofbospitalexpenses. Hestatesas
an example, a comparison between Convalescent
Center, the hospital where he andhis wife work and
University Hospitala so-called"non-profit"hospital.
"Were an institution such as Beverly Manor to
provide bed space such as thatat University Hospi-
tal, such facilities could probably be provided at a
profit cost to the patient not inexcess of$10 per day
as against the $55 per day charge by University
Hospital."
Listingseveralgovernmentalstatistics,hepoints
out that "the U.S. Department of Labor while in-
cluding wages, salaries, equipment, utilities and
other commodities show that, while all items went
from slightlyover 100 onthe indexin 1960 to slightly
under 120 on the index to over 280."
Thebiggest problem with our health care is not
coverage. Ifwe can get the cost down, more people
will be able to afford to get their own private health
.care. On top of that, the cost of Medicare and
Medicaid will drop and the burden on businesses
. that cover their employees will fall encouraging
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member remains confidential as'
to assure privacy for the most
sensitive issues. This article
only touches the tip of the ice-
berg, you owe it to yourself to
stop by the Helpline office and
check out the valuable resources
or just stop by to show your sup-
port and say hello. -One member
best summarizes what Helpline
is all about: "It's a neutral
ground where individuals are
offered a listening ear, where
they can. speak their mind and
receive valuable advice and sup-
port."
in cooperation with Career Ex- "you discuss with a Helpline
ploration Resource Center
(the next workshop is March
23). Another workshop, called
Romance and Relationships, is
planned for mid April, so look
out for addttional postings if
you're interested. .
- A Helpline member, who
wished-to remain anonymous,
wants to clear up a common
misperceptton of Helpline by
emphasizing that it is not only -
for people who are mentally
troubled but for anyone who
have questions of any nature
a~. well. And yes, everything
Jlembera ofHelpline. FroM left to rigkt: Peter W0D6(lop)~Balla .lien&. DoraHe~Q60IuIe O/Uwa.
7hJey AndreIDB, Komlwtmi, Linette Ojeda, KiBha Daa1&, caUliA SieuJ~ 7b1maCJII Yee, Yomall, Pnalta.
" . <i
led, these students are no ama-
.teurs either. They have been
placed through an intensive
seven week ~rainingprogram to
perfect the skills oflistening and
helping individuals to solve
problems. One such training
program which is organized and
conducted by Lisa Goldstein is
in progress now for future mem-
bers of Helpline. Helpline mem-
bers also work alongside profes-
sional counselors of Baruch Col-
lege for career workshops and
vocational testing. Helpline also.
sponsors numerous events in-
.eluding two session workshops
15
By Stanford Lee
Need an apartment?" Have
--an intrIguing question that--n-o~
one can answer? Or maybe you
just need a friendly warm com-
pany to chat with and discuss
whatever is on your mind. Just
dial 212-802-6795 or stop by the
Helpline office at its new loca-
tion, room 1548, 360 Park Av-
enue South. There will always
"bw two fellow Baruchians who
are professionally trained in
counseling to listen to any prob-
lems youmay have duringoffice .
hours Monday through Friday.
However, the abundant and
available resources offered by,
Hel pline are not known by
most, and whether you are one
such individual or not, you owe
it to yotrrseffto .read OD.-
. HeIpl i n e Ts an ·ind-ep"en:·
den tly-run student organiza-
tion body that has been around
for over 20 years with students
helping other students, offering
a wide array of services andin-
formation. Hepline provides
services such as peer counseling
on all topics ranging from test
anxiety to effective time man-
agement skills. Other services
.offered are information services
(school related, physical and
mental health as well as social
issues), referral services (in-
cluding a housing list for all five
boroughs) and special outreach
programs (workshops on college
related concerns, and registra-
tion assistance). Along with
these services, Helpline also
has information on victim ser-
vices, sexual harassment,
abuse; and the ·list" goes on.
When you visit the
Helpline office, you will speak
with friendly students who are





Arrive no later than)
5:00 P.M. for entry
THE
..~
11 :00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.
Employers will be interviewing for full-time positions.
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
,·NETWORK.. ..(;:·'<·INTERYEW· ",.-
. ' ,/ .!,. '.... " '~'::",~" ~..,' . --~
,. .
The Marriott Marquis Hotel
Broadway Ballroom, 6th floor
45th Street and Broadway
Manhattan
WELCOMES CUNY Graduates
Class of 1995 and Recent Alumni
~fdf:?Y·,~~ci~iJ~versl~01flCeof Student'services and the CUNY Career 'C6un~nng' anaPlaterrtent ASsociation .: l '~., . ,'f -: ~'
. . . .' '.' ~ __ _ -__ --~ .. ,-._ ":'-.. '''_ _ -_ -- "'_-_._ - ••_-_ -__- _-_ __.._'- .. _"l:....'-' -.~_""-.. _ _ ,•• _•..•• ,-:.I .s.., ••.•.••_'.' ~-c- y :-w ..
Wedn~day,March 29, 1995
Graduating students
Register at your college career services/placement office.
Bring your registration form and current CUNY College 1.0. to the fair.
Alumni
Register at the fair and present your resume for admission.
Accessibility Services II ~ .
Contact your college career services/placement office by March-·15th
if you will need accessibility accommodations at the fair.
Note:
Both students and alumni are advlsed to bring at least 25 resumes. ..
to the. job 'air for distribution to prospective employers.
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because when I was' younger, I used
. ~
." to hear it playing' everywhere.
. . . .
My favorite oldies record is Jimmy
Hendrix's "Purple Haze" album because
. .
it was his best.
- ..
Compiled aD!lpb;otograll~e~,~y
': " .,IGmR.insoli " '--. ", ·,',
Cheryl ~ynn's'''GotTo.Be
Real" .' It's 'the motto IDve byl
Candida Deller-Kortright
Upper Junior
What "8 your .. favorite
. Cynthia Hammiel
.Upper~o .. homore
""":~,~,,,,,~<,,,,,,,,,.,=t:~"'''V''''"'''''~~~''¥-''"''':'''' '. :i-:"~ "';::. .,' '''''».,,,,,.,. '.<~
"My Redeemer Lives" by Crystal Lewis.
As Crystal ~~~sJ~".I ~ow t~a~ J~su~_
Christ (the Redeemer-Lives) lives because
.. ". het=:;:n:::==~··e.~~~~::~:.~~~~~~~~··- "', - ." 1:" • ~.. -. -. - ~. ,_. ~ '.'. •-. -_...... ~. - ...
-. ..
. ,......,:. : .- ':. ~ 1 ~
9 A.M. - 5:45~M. '.
9 A.M. .. 9:15~M.
12 ~M. - 5:45 P.M.
10 A.M. - 5:45.f!M.
IIMrMIEJDITA1rIEILy~
.
DAy St:;SS90N;~A~~".. t::/JCC gOllt:;Jt/J-
/tIlt:;}.1CC (Dssg) c:"':"~J;;~:;;, VEft/9/Jg St=S-
S90/J ScrUDt=-,.Jrc »4SSEJVlfj.cy (ESSA)
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fices of their progenitors who a
felt that freedom was more im- ~
portant than death. _I\>
In a few weeks, as we cel- co
ebrate Greek Independence ~
Day, whether you are a specta-
tor behind the barricades of 5th,
Avenue or marching behind the·
beautiful floats and "banners,
let's not forget tho se who have
fought and died to give Greece
its independence as a country.
To honor this day, the Hel-
lenic Heritage Society will be
celebrating during the week of
Match 20th in the Student Cen-
ter 360 PAS. Greek or not, we
welcome you all to join us in the
festivities.
o·r0:- .-L .
their Greek heritage in their under the Ot.tornan ruling,
minds. I t is also a time to rec-. never giving upon those ideals
ognize how important freedom that kept their hearts and souls
is to man within all ethnic back- -with the burning desire for free- .
grounds, not just to the Greeks. dome
History has shown us the fight In those 400 years ofTurk-
for freedom of the Jewish people, ish captivity, the Greek forefa-
in the Holocaust, and also of the thers taught young children in
African from slavery, just to the caves by candlelight after
name a few. This is why, espe- dark the teachings of religion,
cially during these times of a Hellenic heritage and the legacy
universal struggle for freedom, of independence. Today most of
we shouldn't take for granted us are free to choose our reli-
the personal liberty which we gion, the schools that we attend,
live by. even the country we wish to
The determination, will study in. The freedom of choice
power and strong passion for in- that the Greek people are enjoy-
dependence enabled tlie Greek ing today has been bestowed
ancestry to go on for 400 years upon them through the sacri-
~O\N \)oG£ \~\~rRET
flOOR ~~~...
InourMarch 8, 1995 issue, the
article "Beth Gillinsky Lectures the
Jewish Community at Baruch" in
the, Features section, in the first
paragraph. of the third column, the
sentence should read: "Her stance
is counter to the Rabin/Arafat ac-
cord, though she favors a peace pro-.
cess with Arabs, only one that rec-
ognizesJew's .legitimate rights in
Isreal-inJudea, Sumaria, and Gaza-
based on "history, religion, ans the
. international law,"
L- ~......----......---......_-------- ~~
By Athena Kouklakis .
"Freedom or Death!"
. These were the words used by
the Greeks to initiate the war
which eventually allowed them
to regain their independence
from the 400 years of slavery
they eriduredfrom the Ottoman
Empire. On March 25, 1821,
Greek ancestors were empow-
ered with faith and energy to
start the war against the Turks
after secretly celebrat'ing one of
'the most important religious
holidays of the year, the Im-
maculate Conception.
Celebrating March 25th
gives the Hellenes in the world
the opportunity to reinforce
. .. '
\ .
of the budget cuts. Fewer pro-
fessors, fewer courses, the
elimination of tutorial services
and the SEEK program as well
as the rumored elimination of
certain departments are bound
. .
to inconvenience everyone.
How long does it take to
write a short letter or to make
a quick phone call? After all, if
we have not tried every possible
option to prevent this .travesty
from happening, can we really
say that we don't deserve it?
e Bud et Cuts on Ne
ork Cit SchoolS ste
Budget Impact on New York
City's School System
What you can do to
help save our
~ cdl Ull ct & llf1 CD) ill
An informative meeting is going to be
held in St. Michael's Auditorium (43








aid provided by the M.T.A. (S~5.'" '. -"" -"-""'milli()n)-~ -....,. ..... ,...
2)$42,400,000 in elementary and
.second-ary education program cuts,
3)Governor Pataki's 1995-96 budget
unfairly allocates 45.5 % of school aid
cuts (or $41 billion) to NYC school.
4)Elimination of breakfasts and
lunches.
Be aware of the possible aftermath of
Pataki's Budget proposal if it is passed
and becomes effective. It is going to
have an effect in your academic career.
Ii
do they mean to you?' oppoaing the cuts, 86% of them
According to the survey revealed that they did not take
which asked, "What, if any- any action to protest the bud-
thing, stands in your way from get cuts.
completing your education?" An . All too often, we leave the
overwhelming 93% of the stu- burden ofneglect upon someone
dents being questioned stated else's shoulders. It seems that
that either money or a finan- so many of us are unwilling to
cially related reason was their assume even a small amount of
foremost hindrance. . "responsjbility concerning this
However, when these same matter. Even those that will
students were asked if they had not be directly effected by the
written or phoned their con- proposed tuition hike, eventu-
gressman or governor's office ally will feel the ramifications
PatalO's ill ill c!l &@ 1l
- .
cg l!l 1l ~ for
transportation will
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'. During the first week of
March, I conducted a survey of
100 Baruch students. The sur-
vey was taken in order to cre-
ate ap awareness of our apathy
concerning Governor Pataki's
budget proposal. By now, we
are aware of the implications
regarding this matter. The
signs and posters littered
around the school boldly ex-
plained what the Governor's
proposal means to us, but what
.. ... ., ........... ~ "" .... , .. • _~ .... l' .. • • • " • • , • y • • ., • c .. • • .. •• f ., • " • .. • .. • • • • .. .. '" .\1 .. '\ 1-' , .,. ~ 4 ;(" .- 'l" -r • " . ... • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • r .. , ., .. ... , ~ yo •
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39 66- , I'm Adam"















10 In a frenzy





































Pick The Taste America Loves!
Hot Pockets And Lean Pockets Are The Tasty Hot Meals In A Crispy Crust
• Pepperoni Pizza e Ham-& Cheese e Sausage & Pepperoni PizzaDeluxe
• Turkey & Hamwith Cheese • Turkey, Broccoli & Cheese
e. Beef & Cheddar Available at • Chicken Fajita
0'Agostino, Met Foods,
Geistedes, Sloans, A&~ ~_~
..._~ Pioneer ~
and other fine stores
in your area
(in the freezer section)
ACROSS
1 Poet Teasdale
5 Sunday seats . 12
_9 Aswansight ..t=.--+--....--+-_















28 The Ugly Duck-
ling, e.g. ~-+--..--
31 Greek vowel
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Brought to you ·by the Office of 5t11c1ent Life.
For more info. visit RoonI1512 ·360 PAS.
or call 212-802-6JJO.
- - - --~--- --_.--- -- -.---- --
I IMFG. COUPON I .EXPIBES JULY 31, 19951 .
:Save $1.00rWo
I when you buy any 2 packages of
I Hot Pockets" or Lean Pockets- .
(any combination) .-
I This coupon good edt an~ 01 prcduc:ti~ /ttnf ee- ... CXlI1IIUIa
I fraud.COlJf'C»\I NOT TRANSfERA8lE. lJIft 0tE COUPON PSI~ 'b"AlIaiIer. a.rAlNrica"~ you tar 01..ccqJClII",-lelU: -
d l
-·mIIed Incon ICe tInn oI..CIIIIc WIlforlf bfcMlllanol
. . . _ _ _ c:u d or ~ -...:t tad DrawtJs: La~..e.1IIJt ~ 5 4369S
.. ...... ~-.-.. e':. ~·e··.··.·..--."'.. "."_-'.-_'.~.-.~ -. ~., _... " - - - - -_- -'-." ~ .. ~ _.w._ IDGhef"' -.a'S~._~ClM~OW"DIJ.~~.. ~-_._,.,--
·Workshop Presenters:
Shamita Das Dasgapta, PhD
Psychology oepartment
RDtgersUaiversity
.Indian International Club having aparly on Thu;'rBtlo,y, Mareh 16..
.Are you struggling with your family
.anel/or your$elf over the custom
of arranged marriage?
1
~ Are you of Indian or Pakistani descent?
I
I
! Explore the .issues and ianplications
i involved in resolving tlais dileauna iJ::>. C:!J) GYY) e
!'during an interactive workslaop•••
1 -

















CALL OR VISIT THE OFFICE OF STUDENT




DATE: Tues., Wed., Thurs.
March 28, 29,'30
TIME: Noon- 6:45pm
PLACE: The Student Center











One only has to look at the
pioneers of Pop music to link the
connection to Kraftwerk. Rockstar
David Bowie's "Station to Sta-
tion" tour featured a pre-show
tape of Kraftwerk's music. Early
'punks' Siouxsie and theBanshees
made "Hall of Mirrors" while
synth-poppers OMD made "Neon,
Lights." Even the Rap pioneers
Afrika Bambaataa and the
Soulsonic Force were influenced,
sampling "Trans-Europe Express"
and "Numbers- onto the 1982 rap
hit "Planet Rock." Synthesizer
wizards Erasure and Techno.
protege Derek May are among
those who have publicly praised
Kraftwerk for their contribution
to popular music.
. So, as music history revision-
ists continue to forget, let's re-
member who changed it· all:
Kraftwerk.
The latest Dtmcehall collection
"Strictly Biddim." _
and there is very little 'gangsta'
style cuts (surprisingly,
"Gangster's Anthem" isn't on
"StrictlyRiddim"lBut one thing
iscertain; underground Dancehall
has become too large, and has
expressed too many themes on the
Jamaican experience, to be repre-
sented on only. two CD's.
,So what's on the horizon for Pri-
orityRecordsandDanceha11? Well,
Cutty Ranks, who has alreadyes-
tablished himself in the under-
ground Reggae arena, is in Ja-
maica laying down cuts for his
Priority: Records album debut.
And "Love PoDanyBad: Slack-
ness In The DancehaJI" Vol-
ume 1, a high-powered, sexy the-
matic Danceha11 compilation, is
also dueto hit the reord stores any
day now. Although.soureee at Pri-
oritywouldn't tell all, expect a
batteryofthematicDaneehallcom-
pilations in.the '96, ·li~ and di-
rect, andallwill be 'striCtlyriddim'.
, .
of the soul they questioned.
After dominating the elec-
tronic field in the 1970's,
Kraftwerk's influence became ap-
parent in the 1980's. Their syn-
thesized bass lines and accurate
drum beatswould becomethecop-
ied formula for almost all Pop and
Dance music to eome.,
- ~'For 'n,
the synthesizer
was TWt to be sea-




Dancehall rhythms, straight from
the shores ofJamaica. "This com-
pilation is strictly underground
style, no _commercialized or pop-
crossover tracks. Ofcourse, there's
Hip-Hop crossover cuts, but all
strictly underground, Jamaican
Dancehall style," says Priority
Records liaison Roberta Magrini.
The price is $13.98 for each CD,
$8.98 per cassette.
By Darren Hartley
Where can you find the rock
steady, underground Dancehall
rhythms of Daddy Screw, Spragga
Benz, Junior Tucker, the late and
great Garnett Silkandmanymore?
Attention: all lighter flare rude
boys!!! ~ert: to all good looking,
modeling gals!!! To' all under-
ground Dancehall fans-big-up,
calm down and then listen up!!!
Live and direct from Priority
Records is "Strictly Riddim:
Dancehall Reggae,"a 2 volume
CD set featuring 30' top notch
tracks by premier Dancehall Reg-
gae artists. This equates to almost
two hours of uninterrupted
s
Continuing in the glorious foot- Troubles, Gipsy' King, Terror
steps ofRobert Nesta Marley, the Fabulous and more!!!
admiral of Pan-African music, "StrictlyRiddim:DancehaIl
today'sunderground Dancehall art- ,Reggae"Vol~~2; The Singers~
ists are still pounding out Jamaican brings the 'riddim' nice and easy.
rhythms and themes on the world Yes, for all you slow tempo
stage. ,Recognizing the impact un- Dancehall fans, the second vol-
derground Reggae has on today's ume features 16 smoothed' out
American music, Priority Records Reggae hits that you'd expect to
has responded to the calls for real, be on this kind of compilation.
unadulterated 'ruff and tuff" There's "Good Life" byCocoTea,
Dancehall rhythms. Headed by the original and Kenny Dope Su-
MurrayElias, who is Directorofthe per Dub mixes of "Rudy Bye" by
A&R/Reggae division, Priority Johnny Osbourne and "Carry Go
RecordshasbigplansforDancehall Bring Come" by Freddie
music in the '95. Elias, who put MacGregor and Snagga Puss.
together"ReggaeDancehallClas- CutsbyNadine Sutherland, Beres
sics" for Sleeping Bag Records, Hammond, Sanchez, Lieutenant
"Dancehall Stylee" for Profile Stitchie and Junior Tucker are
~PT"I_--.,,'s Boo"nty', Records and "Big Blunts" for also found on The Singers vol-
.L ,leTt::. TommyBoy, will be the overseer for ume.
Kt
·1ler. F t Pri,' iority's 1995sunsplash explosion. Of course, the collection would
, J U ure ~trict1yRiddjm:DancebeJJReg- not be complete ~thouttheri~.
gae" Volume 1; The D.P. and style ofthe late and great Garnett
Troubles, Gipsy':~:~~~~::n:::~e, ~~z::i~;~::e~~cr:~·
Kinu- TerrorFabu- thema.tic underground Dancehall "Zion In A VISion." Silk sings:
<Y' ... :: ,_ compilations. ''Everything seemed so reall The
loiisiiitdmorett!" ... Prio~~li:~t:ha~i::::m~:st;· ..=1II~:d~~u~~~....
Well, opening up The DJ's volume didn't want to wake up." Priority
is ,the Hip Hop Mix of Mega Records make's sure that Silk,
Banton's smash "Sound Boy Kill- who perished in a fire while aid-
ing." The next 13 tracks are back- ing his family a few months back, .
to-back Dancehall favorites like will live on via Dancehall music.
"Girls Hooray" by.Spragga Benz, Ifwe discuss the 'have's', then
"Good Lookin'Gal" byBuju Banton, to be fair we have to discuss the
"Big Thing" by Donovan Steele and 'have not's .of the compilation.
Daddy Screw and Capleton's 1992 There's isn't any cuts by Gary
hit "Everybody Needs Somebody To Minott, Beanie Man or Shellie
Love". _The list goes on and, .on. ,Thunder. There's almost 'zero'
There's Bounty Killer, Future . female Reggae representation,
","Cll'-"Ilil'.".
By Thomas Obarowski used on other instruments. tion, but if they were willing to
"The most important band of Kraftwerk, however,saw the search, they would have realized
the century" is. how Phil Oakley of synthesizer's parameters as a way thath Kraftwerk was the epitome
theband Human League described to manipulate sounds in totally new
them. When the four German men and exciting ways. For Kraftwerk, ,
named Kraftwerk tinkered with the synthesizer was not to be sea-
the knobs of an experimental box soning, but the main ingredient
called the synthesizer, the face of (sometimes even the sole ingredi-
music was changed forever. As we ent).
approach the tum of the century, Kraftwerk's music sounded so
and the Pop and Dance markets futuristic it left many people won-
take in millions, it's important to deringwho was the master and who
look back at Ralf Hutter, Florian was the servant. It was a harmoni-
. Schneider, WolfgangFlurand Karl ous relationship between man and
Bartos: the members ofKraftwerk. machine, showing signs of the com-
It all started in 1970, with 2 puteragetheworld would be thrust
students of classical music frus- into. Songs like "Spacelab"and "Ra-
trated by the stasis field popular dioactivity" didn't so much embrace
music had fallen into. Along came the future but actually portrayed
the synthesizer, an instrument our eventual destiny.
whose potential could propel mu- Kraftwerk was taking music
sic into the future. Rock acts like into the next century, but the music
ELP and Pink Floyd tried, but ap- purists didn't want to ride. They
, plied the same tired-techniques -Crificized the music's lack- of emo-
/
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By subway: Ror Nto City Hall; II or 6 to Brooklyn
Bridge; 2to Park Place; Aor Cto Chambers Street
CUNY Coalition. Against ~he Cuts
Call (212) 642-25149 CUNY Budget Cut Hotline
CITY HALL,· NOON
THURS., MARCH 23
Dr. Angela Anselmo speaking about ''Woman ofAchievement." She
urged family unity and issues pertaining to young men and uiomen on
Thursday, March 16th in WomenPs Pride Month, an event sponsored
by Theatron.
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• to work the 1st week of May
(possibly longer)
• Must be available either 9-5pm
or 5-9pm (for the entire shift)
ELECTION WORKERS
CANNOT BE AFFILIATED WITH STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
PLEASE SEE MARK SPERGEL~ROOM 1512~
Office of Student Life,
360 PARK AVENUE SOUTH~




D.n .Thurs~y, "farch 16th,' the Women orColor Network sponsored a
vJ.tU!o ~howJ.ng 'Modesta-Puerto Riean Women Rebelling Agai.nst .
Machul1no. " ,
Marilyn Matias singing ''JesUII is Everywhere" in Women's Pride
Month. an ~vent spoeored by Tbeodron. for Black History and


























































Las Manos ,de Abuela
Manos negras y
arrugadas. <;,















i(1) cuando habian debido
~ Gritas; que aguantaron
~ delitos sobreellas.
~ Manos que criaron a
mi madre.
e Manos que en un
memento se leoantaron
Para pegar, y en otro.. ,acartctaron,
Manos atrofiadas por
fa vejei, y que ahora,
Se doblan en una
falda, experando...










As she braided me to
sleep.
Now she watches braids
Brush easy against my
temple
As I squat to kiss her
.cheek,
With Daddy's lips in
the air.




I used to squat
So.sae.could grJ!.A.se ..
And braid my hair.
Part soul down middle
With shiny green,
Easy hurt. It pulled and
twisted,
Like me and mama's
Love that wound up
Strand by curly strand.
Boy hold still ~andBoy
Take way your hand.
Nothin' that's good and
black
And bound like helix
Is going to feel easy.
Sit straight. Head back.
You're goin' to feel it
So learn that now.
Let me see that chin
And your Daddy's
Lips in the air
Numb walked in with
boots on~
Cold emerald oil rubbed
Down a row of tan.













to my dead sistahs
how many more





how many other Zoras




reborn to a modern
world
how many sistahs have
sung out in black
on white
only to be lost
in cane fields of
time
how many more




Spinning in a vicious
cycle-
The spider weaves her
web.
With the flow ofnature










She weaves her web
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FREE PairofShorts (A $23 Value)
enough as it is. MasterCard. It's more than' a credit card. It's smart money"
And with these College MasterValu es" coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until
TheBestWay To Save Money On Stuff
(Other 'Than Borrowing Your Roommate)s.)
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Attention All Students! Ove
$6 billion FREE Financial Aid i
now available from private secto
grants &, scholarships! All student
are eligible 800-263-6495 ex
F51331
Universe, The Earth (Mexico), Me,
Diego And Mr. X6lotl (1949) and
"SelfPortrait With Thorn Neck-
lace And Hummingbird (1940).
To Mexicans, Kahio is apoliti-
cal heroine. She showed her love
for her countrythrough her paint-
ings. She has qeen recognized as
Mexico's greatest woman artist. In
1984, the government of Mexico
decreed Frida Kahlo's work to be
natural patrimony because it has,
"an unquestioned aesthetic value
and has reached unanimous recog-
nition within the national artistic
community."
'./Experienced Amencan I8ACbI
teacher will help yoq learn or im
prove your Englisp. Private lea
sons in herManhattan apartment
All levels of English. Conversa
tion, diction, pronunciation, idf
oms, vocabulary building, prope
grammar, term papers, TOEF
preparation. Very patient. Femal
students only. $20.00 hr. Free con
sultation andevaluation. Call 212
679-4706
America's .1. Spring B ~­
company! Cancan, Bahamas 0
Florida 110% LowestPrice Guar
anteel Organize 15 friends an
TRAVEL FREE! Call for our final









ing, "Long live life." Some of her
other celebrated 'works' are "Self
Portrait .With. CfoppedHair
(1940), "The Love Embrace of the
"
.Kahlo added a finishing touch to
her still lifepainting -vivala Vula. n
She inscribed on her final paint- '
~ToMexicans' Kahlo., ,
is a political heroine. ,
She showed her love
forhercountTythrough
herpaintings."
Individuals and Student Orga-
nizations to promote SPRING
BREAK '95. Earn substantial
MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
800-327-6013
Men/Women earn up to $480
eekly assembling.circuit boards/
lectronic components at home.
~:>erienceunnecessary, will train.
mmediate openings your local
rea. Call 1-602·6807"4647
xt.l02C
Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000 -
$6,000 + per month. Room + Board
+Transportation! Male/Female. No
exp necessary! (206) 545-4155 ext
1332
art-time tec mcian In eye
doctor's office in A&SPlaza (33rd
6th Ave.) Will train. Must be out-
goingand people oriented. Call Rit
12-967-4177
Mailing Products
Send SASE to : INTL 2221








Mexican painter Frida. Kahlo
was born on July 6, 1907 but she.. . . . ,
liked to say she-was born in 1910.
It is speculated that Frida, which
means 'peace' in German, wanted
to be remembered as a daughter of
the Mexican Revolution. Mexico
amidst the chaos and bloodshed of
revolution, gave birth to one of its
greatest painters.





Frida from one Side
to the otherat the.
levelofthe~lvis."




The accident had an impact on
Kahle's personal life as well as her
painting career. In 1929 she be-
came the third wife of the famous
Mexican painter and muralist Di-
ego Rivera. Kahlo yearned for
children but· physically couldn't
have' them;' her smashed pelvis
causing miscarriages and forced
abortions. Becoming despondent,
Kahlo kept a pickled fetus in a jar
by her bed and surrounded herself
.with dolls.
Plagued byinfidelity, their re-
lationship degraded and, they di-
vorced.
When they remarried after a
year of seperation, Frida imposed
several conditions on Rivera. The
most important, condition being:
no more sex. She told him that the
thought of him being with other
women .Cespecially with her sister
Cristina) madeit impossible tohave
sex with him again. Rivera, who
was so happy to have Frida back,
agreed and they remarried on De-
Frida Kahlo, the third born of cember8, 1940;Diego Rivera's fifty-
four daughters, started to paint as fourth birthday. '
a'hobby at the age of 16. Rumor At the peak of Kahlo's career,
dates the beginning of her paint- women painters were forced to
ing career to September 17, 1925, make exhibitions of themselves in
when she was part ofa horrific bus order to mount exhibitions. Fame,
accident. Gomez Arias, a class- 'notoriety, scandal, eccentric dress
mate ofKahlo's, described the ac- and eccentric dress and behavior
cident: "The electric train ap- ..all assisted in the growing popu-
proached the bus slowly." It hit 'the Iarityof.the beautiful wife ofDiego
bus in the middle. The bus had a Rivera. She became the epitome of
strange elasticity. It bent more 'Mexican-ness.' .After marrying
and more.ibut.for a time it did not . Rivera, Kahle stopped wearing
break. I was sitting next to Frida. pants. Instead, she woreelaborate
The bus burst into a thousand Mexican traditional dress and Iav-
pieces; the train kept moving. The ish pre-Columbian jewelry. She
handrail broke and went through wore gold·caps on her incisors; On
Friaa-frOrii- onesia.efotlie·o£lier'·at .' 'special'occassions~-<Slie-- -'repIiicea, '.
the level of the pelvis." the gold caps with caps set with
Kahlo suffered collar bone, leg rose diamonds.
and rib fractures, her spinal col- Unfortunately, her colorful ex-
umn was severed in three places, terior belied her anguished inte-
her right foot and left shoulder rior. She painted herself cracked
were dislocated and her pelvis was open, weeping, hemorrhaging and
broken in three places. The steel
handrail entered through the. left
side of her pelvis and exited
through her vagina. "I've lost my
virginity," Kahlo said.
''Then something strange hap-
pened," said Arias. ''Frida was
totally nude. The collision had
unfastened her clothes. Someone
in the bus, probably a house
painter, had beencarryinga packet
of powdered gold. This package
broke, and the gold fell all over the
bleeding body of Frida. When always alone. "I paint self-por-
people saw her, they cried, 'La traits because I am so often alone,"
bailarina, la bailarina!' With the confessed Kahlo. "Besides my pets
gold on her red, bloody body, they and my husband, I am the person I
thought she was a dancer," re- know best," she added. rile inten-
portedArias. Then a man,bracing sity of Frida Kahlo's paintings
himself with his knee on Kahlo's prompted a London critic to sug-
body, pulled. out the iron handrail gest that Kahlo's exhibition walls
that punctured her body. Arias should be covered with asbestos.
said Kahlo screamed so loud that Kahlo created a .series of mas-
her screams could be heard over terpieces from her broken, humili- .
the ambulance siren. ated self. She also tried to recon-
From that day on, Kahlo lived structher body, submittingherself
with pain. But the accident broke to more than 30 .operations be-
only her body, not her spirit. It tween 1925 and 1954. Duringthis
gave her motivation as well as time Kahlobecame addicted topain
something to paint; her pain. "I killers and alcohol, then had to
paint my-own reality," said Kahlo. have afoot amputated. Thisseems
'The only thing that I know is that to be what killed her. It appears
I paint because I need to, and I that she didn't mind all the cutting
paint whatever passes through as long as nothing was taken from








lyn, will present the production
of the child play, Charlie and
the Choeolate Factory." For
more information' call (718)237-
2752.
Rapper/Producer.Eazy E has
been diagnosed with have full
blown AIDS1ast' week. He's
now in the hospital in critical
condition.
AT&T presents Alegria Cir-
que Du Soleil in Battery Park
City on March 28.< For ticket
information call (212) 952-1200
The 2nd National Goy &
Lesbian BusineBs & ,Con-
eumer Expo will be held at The
Jacob Javits Convention Cen-
ter on April 29 & 30.
, L~.!
. , .
'I. ~r' ... .:..J..
The soundtrack for Friday,
the movie written by rapper Ice
Cube will be released on April
11. The album will feature songs
by Cube, Dr. Dre, The I81~
Brothers, Scorfa-ce, and
more.
Selections of Classical Af-
rican Sculpture will be on ex-
hibition at The Studio Museum
in Harlem April 12 through
September '95.
. Mercury Recor-ding artist,
Kiss established a "Kiss Aid .
Save The City F"nd" and
raised over $10;000 in donations
for the survivors of the Great
Hanshin Earthquake in Kobe.
The Heights Players in Brook-
/
. ,. r r
, C f ') , r:;:; ~-.-!., _,."
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other jibaro' women. She took or-
ders from herhusband to do house-
work, educate their children,
gather wood and carry buckets of
water from the river, while he
went to cockfights and called her
lazy. The word 'lazy' was one ofthe
words frequently. used in
"Modesta" to describe women.
Accordingto the husbands: women
were not good for anything but
gossiping and giving birth.
One day. Modesta, who could
not tolerate this abusive lifestyle
any longer, spoke up. Her hus-
band complained when his preg-
nant wife didn't ,kill and cook a
chicken for dinner, so she rebelled
by hitting him in the head with a
stick.' The storyof Modesta's re-
bellion against 'machismo' spread
through the town. Inspired.byher
courage, the jibaro' women came
to Modesta's house and formed the
Ladies League ofLiberation. They
demanded that their husbands
participate in household duties,
help raise the children, eliminate
domestic violence and respect
women more, The men agreed to
most of the conditions, but refused
to change any soiled diapers.
The film "Modesta" addressed
more thanjust feminist resistance
to 'machismo.' It also presented
the cultural identity of the 'jibaro.'
The film shows the struggle that
traditional Puerto Rican culture
put up against urbanization.
"Modesta" showed the preserva-
tion oftraditions that changed and
also the ones that stayedthe same.
FOR Ticker InFO contact DSSG OR The OFFI~~e OF STu~enT LIFe
aT 802 - 6791/6770.
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By Diana Hernandez
On March 16, 1995, Baruch
College's Women ofColor Network
presented "Modesta-Puerto
m Rican Women Rebelling
T""" Again:st Machismo", a film por-
trayingthajrue storyofone Puerto
Rican woman's rebellion against a
sexist society. Livingin the Jibaro' '
traditon (rural Puerto Rican cul-
ture) Modesta fought against 'ma-
chismo' by forcing her community
to address the issue of sexism.
The 1956 black and white film,
which won first prize in the 1956
Venice Film Festival, was one of
the many films produced by the
Puerto Rican Division of
Communitive Education. Accord-
ing to Miriam Colon, who intro-
duced the film, Governor Luis
Munoz Marin established this di-
vision in 1949 in an attempt to
incorporate rural Puerto Rico into
the urban society. The producers
, '~ccordi",g to tlie
husbands, women




of"Modesta" recreated the story,
using the Spanish speaking
townspeople of the original com-
munity and two professional ac-
tors.
Modesta, the pregnant mother
of three children, lived like the
PRice: $50 peR peRSon
inciubes 4 hou~ OF CRUise Time, chOice 0Ffl1TRee" DJ ana LI(jhT show, paRry pavons,
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Do You WannaRide? the de-
but album of EastWest record-
ing artist, Adina Howard, is in a
word....HOT! With her .gangsta
lean flow and around the way
girl style, the Michigan bred
R&B vocalist offers 13 tracks of
sexy, sinewy, self-assured mu-
sic for the G's and the hustlers.
"Freak Like Me, "the first single
released from the album, has
maintained steady top ten sta-
tus on the Billboard R&B singles
chart, takes you on a ride
through bump & grind beats to
lyrical foreplay. The seduction
continues throughout Do You
Wanna Ride? with funk edged,
give-it-to-me baby grooves like
"My Up and Douui II and "Baby
Come Over. " The ain't no shame
in my game attitude of 20-year-
old Howard makes Do You
Wanna Ride? anthem material
for homegirls across the nation












When one considers why David
Geffen decided to release a rarities
album, the obvious answer is to
cash in on the popularity of bands
on its label by putting out a collee-
tionoftheir"sub-par"work. Luck-
ily, however, the music is more
than adequate. The only obvious
marketing ploy on the disc is "Pay
to Play, II by Nirvana. This isjust a
demo' version of the song "Stay
Away, n which appeared on the
Nevermind album, only the title is
different. One ofthe high points of
the album is "Bogus Flow," by
Beck, a ''Dylanesque''folk songwith
harmonica/acoustic guitar accom-
paniment. Other highlights on the
album include "Mad Dog 20/20, II
by Teenage Fanclub, "Jamie, n by
Weezer, and "Open Every Window,'"
by The Posies. The great thing
about various artists albums are
the diverse musical styles, and they
expose you to bandsyou would oth-
erwisenot listen to. This album
ranges from folk, to grunge, to
punk, to straight rock. As a whole,













. Some have said The B.U.M.S.
will redefine Oakland hip hop the
way Souls of Mischief did in '93.·
That may be a little off but the
B.U.M.S. are definitely going to
turn some heads. Lyle and Tyme
is a very good album which sounds
very East Coast with its sampling
of soul grooves .and absence of P-
funk. However, the song-sare
mostly slow in keeping with the
West Coast style. D-Wyze and E-
Vocalist showcase their various
lyrical skills with their freestyling
abilities andtheir sociallyconscious
lyrics. We can really feel them on
many of the tracks. Despite these
positive attributes, there are some
songs where the beat drags and
their vocals can't save·them. Nev-
ertheless, when this album comes
out this summer, remember to
check for these brothers because
they are original and contribute to
















FAIR - * *
GOOD - * * *
SLAMMIN' - * * * *
The Dream Warriors are a vet-
eran hip hop group who have re-
ceived numerous awards and ac-.
claim overseas for their music,
Musically,they arejazz influenced
and they are hip hoppers with in-
tellectual depth. What Dream
Warriors lack is any kind oflyrical
impact which creates a monoto-
nous flow throughout the album.
Their rhyming on every song
sounds the same and they never
say anything mind blowing. To
compound this, Dream Warrior's
tracks lack anyboom-bap qualities
for your system. Not even appear-
ances from Guru, 99, and Butterfly
of Digable Planets can break the
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Skylight Lounge, 3rd Fl, 23rd St.
















All Times & Rooms are Subject to Change! Look for Flyers!
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EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT, COLL.EGE STUDENTS CAN
PURCHASE TWO TICKETS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE...
7IVCJ .,.'C1CEr5 PGR JUST $.5*.
~
FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF A. MOVIE TICKET YOU CAN
I
EN~OY ONE OF OFF-BROA.DWAYS BEST KEPT SECRETS..•
THE SPANISH THEATRE REPERTORY!
AlloHer tOG good ~o re#usel
Now PLAYING:
PEDRO CAL.DERON DE LA. BARCA1S LIFE IS A DREAM
FEDERICO GARCIA LORCA1S .BLOOD WEDDING
GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ· l'HE INNOCENT ERENDIRA
. AND OTHERS
.IMOST PERFORMANCES WITH SIMULTANEOUS ENGUSH TRANSLAnON •
FOR SCHEDULE, INFORMATION AND REsERVAnONS




138 East 2'" Street, New York, NY
-ntis special offer is only valid for Uniwnily Of College Students presenting a valid JO
. when purct\a$ing Of picldng .uP tickets at the box office.
Bldg.
Bldg.
v".· ... -~ ..... .l • • '~''''''.'--':. .. ~ .'." 10" ~. , .... ~., •• " 1";
23rd St. Bldg.











Rm 1422, 360 PAS
Club Hours, 1 - 4 pm
Place to be Announced!
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when you buy or lease a new 1994, 1995
or 1996 Ford or Mercury car, minivan or .
light truck. So graduate' to a great deal.
See your Fordor Lincoln-Mercury dealer or
call 1-800-321-1536 for details.
.. -ffi· LINCOLN
I.. , Mercury i}
- ~:-.
-,
•. ' . ....... ~. - ... .' -- --' ............ ".~ .. ... ...... .'. .. .
_ .....,..,......._-
Whichever direction you decide to
take, we can he]p you get there in style,
with a brand new Ford or Mercury.
If you're a graduating senior, or a graduate student,
you can get $400 Cash Back or a Special A.~~·
-Special Annual Percentage Rate alternative not available on leases. Customer Option PIal « Red~ Option PIn. -To be eligible. you must~ewit!' a~s degree.










This latest flare-up between Manhattan, Weber State and
Anthony Mason and Pat . Riley Miami(Ohio).·Time to just sit back
shouldcomeasnosurprisetoKniCk andenjoyitbecausewith twocollege .
fans. Mason is the kind ofguy who basketball' teams playing for
grew up only having the respect everytbinginjustonegame,youcan
that people accorded him. No just throw out the records, the big
matter how much more he may name coaches and all the AlI-
havenowasanintegra1, improving American playersbecause anything
member of the New York Knicks, can happen out there and we really
Masonstillputs respectfirst, which wouldn't want it any other way.
is the basic code ofthe streets that Point ofnote here. The'Fab Five
Masongrewupandplayedon. Riley era is now totally-over with Jimmy
andMasonhave nevergottenalong King and Ray Jackson finishing out
and this respect issue has always their collegiate careers. It seems
been the crux of the matter. They. like just yesterday that coach Steve
have not much time left-with each Fisherdecidedtolethis five talented
other now, one way or the other. freshmen start ball games.
Riley will be gone at the end ofthe Yesterday, the freshmen were
season. His refusal to sign his outclassed by Duke in their first
extension has little to do with the NCAA final and wasn't it just last
MSG management turmoil and nightthatChrisWeberimmortalized
more to do with his own beliefthat himself by giving North Carolina
his teamisslippingawayfrom him, the title with the extra time-out call
.tuning him out. Mason has played as a sophomore. Yes, the era is
-himself into an enviable contract finallydoneand, as accountantssay,
bargaining position.. He refused a the bottom line is 'that they won
Knickofferforacontractextension· nothing. NotaNCAAtitle,noteven
last season and now he looks like a a Big Ten title, thus proving once
geniusfordoingit. Mason's attitude again that talent is not the whole
is outweighed by his great work deal. You still have to go out and
ethic and defense and growing play the game and win it.
,..offeasi.veskills.·He-Gm,go-anyw-ay- .... ·Th€-1l£WIwme~ton-Geltics·
he wantsin the league and there Willnotbecalled theBostonGarden.
willbe plentyofoffers. Iftheseason That, my friends, is wrong. Some
ended tomorrowthere's no question corporate type with no class, has
right now Mason would be out the decided to let the whole world know
door. There in lies the real of their investment by naming the
important issue in this soap opera. place where all the great
The season does not end tomorrow. championship banners and jerseys
The season does not end next week. will hang, the Fleet Center. And
There is quite a ways to go here and they wonder why New Yorkers
it would be best for everyone shudder, at the thought of Donald
involved if they would put aside Trump owning any professional
personal priorities and dowhatever teams of ours. A convicted rapist
it takes ~for the Knicks to win, gets ready to come out ofjail and the
because last year proved that only questions we have is when and
nothing less than total team effort who he will fight and that too is
will suffice. When the season is wrong.
done, then let the dramacommence, College basketball players get free
butfornow,everyoneisstillaKnick education to attend the most
and thus winning as a team is the prestigious and expensive schools in
only thing that should count. the country and some think that they
So Jordan comes back now, comes shouldbepaidaswell. Thatmyfriends
all the way back. Comes back now is wrong. There are many intelligent,
to save us from the Scottie Pippen poor students on scholarship who are
era and the ugly playoffbasketball (atthe veryleast)asworthyofastipend
that we had to watch last year. and no one wants to give them any
Comes back now and, even if you money. Yes, student athletes bring in
are a Knicks fan, as a basketball money to the universities, but let's not
fan you want to see Mike and Scottie undervalue those scholarshipspeople.
against Shaq and Penny for People say that such talent deserves
everything. Welcome back Mike. extrabut I saythatfree entry to places
Ifyou still have the magic in your like UCLA and Georgetownfor people
bag of tricks, then come on in. who haveabsolutelyno otherreason to
Arizona's out, Villanova's out, be there is "extra" enough.
.Oklahoma's back home, so is The S1 cover story with Darryl
Michigan Stateand ShawnRespert Strawberry and Doc Gooden
as well as the last of the Fab Five probably marked the end of the
with Michigan. 'Tis the season for innocence for many kids out there
March Madness, 'Tis the season to because I know it took something
throw out your office pool sheet out of me. I know I shall give out
that you so carefully put together the term "sports hero" with great
because they're pretty much' all trepidation and only rarely from
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Bold denotes home game played at Gil Hodges Field,
McDonald Ave., Coney Island, Brooklyn
Monday 27·
TBA
Bold denotes home game played at the National Tennis
Center, Flushing Meadows-Corona Park, Queens
· Bold denotes home game played in the sixth floor
:gymnasium.. 17 Lexington Ave. (23rd Street Building)
•All times, dates and locations are subject to change. i
·Pleases contact the Health & Physical Education I
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:tltenni' anMOnr? I· . ~ I
iThe Baruch Men's Tennis Team I
Are Ready To~Take To The I
Green Courts Of Flushing I
Meadows. Learn More About I
.Them Next Issue Available
Everywhere April 5th.






















Men's Volleyball Team Gearing Up For The
CUNYAC Tourney.
a two game CUNYAC losing
streak, losing 0-3 to Hunter and
2-3 to John Jay on Monday,
March 20~ They have one more
conference game remaining,
against front running York Col-
lege, before closing out the regu-
lar season with a home match
against Stevens Tech.
games behind the division lead-
ing Pacers, everyone figured
that a return was almost defi-
nite, but when to come back be-
came the question. Start him
against the seemingly unstop-
pable Shaq and his Magic with
former teammate Horace Grant?
Nay, go straight for those who
look down on the Bulls from atop
the Central Division., and in
March no less', as the teams of
the NBA prepare for the home-
stretch of the playoffs. It seems
I almost too perfect a timing to
let him come back now.
I t wouldn't be fair to ridicule
his performance in the game
that will probably be immortal-
ized in the NBA Hall of Fame,
because he didn't playa mean-
ingful game for almost two
years. You can't expect him to
put up a forty point game. The
game on Friday against the
Magic should be a good one and
hopefully Shaq and the boys will
give Jordan a proper welcome
back to the NBA. .
mained a problem for the team.
Iriteraction among players on
the court has improved accord-
ing to Yuen. He said towards
the latter halfofthe season com-
munication and how the team
works together has been improv-
mg.
Baruch is currently riding on
mean 45, play once again. But
not everyone is feeling euphoria
over seeing him on the court
again. True, it will probably
boost the already sky-high rat-
ings in basketball, bring back
many fans and make millions
with new advertising and new
jerseys, but it seems almost too
predictable that he would come
back. .
-Jordan leaves basketball in
October of 1993 stating that he
has nothing else to prove. He
then tries to play baseball with
a double-A affiliate of the Chi-
cago White Sox. His numbers
were far from impressive but he
drew many fans because of his
mere presence. Then the base-
ball strike, or is it work stop-
page, 'puts baseball on hold.
With a poor performance and a
dying game, rumors start to float
that Jordan may return to the
Bulls (as if he ever truly left).
With the Bulls playing at or
below the .500 mark, players





Mason, Riley, the Knicks, March Madness and
Everythlng Else Going on in the Sports World
~!BIb.c».-Richard Brownepg. 30
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with serving in his opmron is
that players rush the serve and
do not concentrate. It has
plagued the team because the
only way to improve on it would
be for the team to practice more
consistently, another problem
Yuen and the team have had.
But not everything has re-
By John Voross
March, what may be the most
hectic month in sports through-
out the entire year. Professional
Basketball and Hockey are
starting to sort out who exa-ctly
will rise to the ranks and be
playoffbound. Baseball, at least
in the old days, was getting
ready to start another season,
and as for college hoops, well,
we all know what's going on
there. Yes, "March Madness"
as it. is so fondly referred to,
spans numerous sports. So what
better time for greatness, and I
use that term very loosely, to
return to the NBA.
Of course this all refers to
Michael Jordan's "surprising"
and exciting comeback thi s past
Sunday. For the first time in
about 20 months, Jordan donned
a Bulls uniform and stepped
onto the hardwood against the
Indiana Pacers. Fans. nation-
wide were overflowing with the
joy of seeing number 23, urn... I
. ' ..' .. ', '~.
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By John Voross
The Baruch men's volleyball
coach, Johnson Yuen, expected
his team to finish with a win-
n irig percentage of about .500.
Thus far, his team has been
doing as he expected, or maybe
even better. They are currently
11-9 (3-4 CUNYACt
"It's more or less above my
expectations," said Yuen when
asked about his team's perfor-
mance. It is also similar to the
record they posted lastyear, fin-
ishing third in the CUNYAC
Tournament, losing to the
CCNY Beavers. Currently in
the CUNY standings, Baruch is
third behind CCNY and confer-
ence Ieader York ..College.. The
- way the tournament is' situated
now, Baruch would once again
face CCNY in the opening
round, and York would go
against fourth place John Jay.
"It's going to be a very close
match," said Yuen about facing
CCNY. In the past Baruchand
CCNY always had tough five-
setters." Baruch has a 1-1
record against the Beavers with
both games going to five sets
and having the home team vic-
torious.
Yuen believes that, on any
given day, any of the CUNY
teams can win. "As long as they
all play well," said Yuen, "and
they all concerrtrateand they're
all focused, anybody is capable
of beating anybody. With
Hunter losing their big hitter,
most of the top teams are evenly
matched, depending on how one
team is playing on that day. I
don't s'ee any reason why we
shouldn't beat CCNY."
Yuen also noted that the key
for hi s team is passing and serv-
ing, something that the team
has been lacking in throughout
the season. ''Without the pass,
you cannot set up for the spike,"
the coach noted.. The problem
.......
